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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND 
The Problem Sta ted 
The problem. -- It is the purpose of this paper 
to apply the ba sic principle s set forth in Fundamenta ls 
1/ 
of Secondary School Teachin~ and in the course The 
- !.::P. gj -
Unit ~.Lethod i n the secondary School to the unit organ-
ization and classroom presentation, including evaluation , 
of the t op ic water. In the outline of the course in 
general science, grade nine, as set f orth in the Inter-
Q/ 
~ e diate Programme of Studies for New Br~mswick Schools, 
the topic, water, comes second in the list. It is hoped 
that the unit organization and classroom presenta tion 
of this topi9_ in the New Albert School, Saint John, 
N. B., may be only one of many to be organized and 
presented in a similar way. It may be that this paper 
will be useful to other grade nine science teachers 
in New Brunswick . 
1/Roy O. Billett, Fundamen t a ls of Secondary-School 
Teaching. Houghton Mi~in Company, Boston 1940, 
2(iiUni t Method in the Secondary Schooll1, rtoy 0. Billett, 
Instructor, Boston University School of Education, 
Summer Session, 1949. . 
3 /Intermediate Programme of Studies for New Brunswick 
Schools. Th e King's Pr inter. Fr eder icton, New Bruns-
wick , 1949. Pp . 102. 
.. :l 
' \ 
... ' 
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Information about 
The Pupils in the Class 
The type of class. - - A Grade nine class of 
thirty-tvm pupils studied this unit. It was a mixed 
class consisting of seventeen girls and fifteen boys. 
All of them, or nearly all of them, have lived in the 
New Albert school district from birth and have attended 
the school from grade one to grade nine, the highest 
grade in the school. Upon graduation, they will be go-
ing to a senior high school or a vocational school in 
another part of the city. 
Class periods. - - The class meeting for general 
science three forty-minute periods a week . completed 
this unit on water in six weeks: a total of eighteen 
periods. The periods were allotted as follows: (1) the 
fifth period on Monday, from 1:30 to 2:10 P. M., (2 ) the 
fifth period on Wednesday, from 1: 30 to 2:10P.M., and 
(3) the third period on Friday, from 10:30 to 11:20 A. M. 
The periods were allotted purposely so that t wo of them 
followed noon recesses and the other followed a morning 
recess. The recess periods, coming as they did, immed-
iately before the class periods, gave the teacher and 
pu pils an opportunity to set up necessary apparatus for 
demonstrations, to arrange science reference books for 
3 
use and to pr~pare audio-visual aids for presentation. 
S.tatj sti cs __ r..e_g_ar.ding the pupils.. - - Cumula tive re-
cords of all the pupils of the school are kept in the 
p rincipal's office. These records contain i nformation 
a bout the health of the pupils, their school .records, 
a ctivities and interes ts, home background and records 
of menta l tests and achievement tests. So it was possible 
for the tea cher to get a fairly good picture of the ba ck- . 
ground and development of each pupil. An examination of 
these showed the class to be an averag e one. Thr ee of 
the pupils had been retarded one or more years. The 
others had graded ea ch year, making a distribution rang-
ing from a near f a ilure to a ninety-five per cent averag e. 
Chronologica l a~~ - - Fr om the cumula tive record 
cards it wa s found tha t most of the pupils were the 
right age for grade nine, ranging from thirteen years 
six months to fourteen years six months. One pupil who 
had skipped grade four was not quite thi r teen, and three 
pupils were over fifteen due to retardation. · On e of 
these wa s retarded during an adjustment period upon 
entering Saint Jo~~ city schools from rural New Bruns-
wick. This pupil, by-the-way, earned an A standing 
on this unit. The other t wo retarded pupils had low 
a bility and had repea ted grades in this school. 
Intelligence qu~tients. -- Upon entering grade 
seven in the New Al bert school the pupils are given a 
group intelligence test. The test used is the Group 
Test of Learning Capacity, one. of the Dominion Tests 
published by the Department of Educational Research, 
Ontario College of Education. The results of these 
tests were taken from the cumulative records and 
tabulated for easy reference and examination (Table 1). 
The intelligence 'quotients r anged from 127 to 
82, and the median was 95.5. Of the 32 pupils, 13 had 
intelligence quotients of one hundred or over, leaving 
19 with intelligence quotients below one hundred. 
However, the range of 45 was not excessive. 
This information seemed to indicate that, from 
the standpoint of intelligence, the unit, as planned, 
would care for the individual differences of all the 
pupils. No pupils should find it unreasonably 
difficult to perform the minimum requirements of the 
unit and, with the optional-and-related activities 
to choose from, the pupils with the gre.a test 
abiliV,r and initiative would find enough questions 
and problems to challenge their powers and keep 
their interest. 
' 
~ 
' 
) 
;) 
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Table 1 
Pupils 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1'2 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Intelligence Quotients 
of Pupils in the Class 
Intelligence ' Pupils 
'Quotients 
(2) (3) 
82 17 
92 18 
90 19 
92 20 
96 . 21 
93 22 
106 23 
10'2 24 
86 25 
113 26 
87 27 ' 
101 :28 
91 ,29 
104 30 
118 31 
114 32 
Highest Intelligence ·Quotient 
Lowest Intelligence :Quotient 
Range 
Median 
Intelligence 
Quotients 
(4) 
84 
99 
90 
127 
100 
95 
90 
87 
94 
99 
103 
91 
92 
111 
108 
103 
127 
82 
45 
95.5 
E.revious marks in general science. -- The cumulative 
records contained previous marks in general science. The 
marks were given as lett·er grades even though the ex-
aminations were marked on a percentage basis. The in-
terpretation was as follows: A--90 percent or over; 
B--80 to 89 percent inclusive; C--70 to 79 percent ; 
D--60 to 69 percent; and E-below 60 percent. Sixty 
percent was a pass mark. The marks made by the pupils 
in the cla ss had been arrived a t by written examinations 
of the essay type. They represented, therefore, the 
subjective judgments made by the teacher based upon an 
arbitrary standard set up in her own mind. Since the 
letter grades of this unit on water were arr ived at 
]} 
in a very different way, no comparison of value can 
be made of the t wo sets of marks. 
However, the general science marks made in grade 
eight were tabulated (Table 2) and compared with . the 
intelligence quotients to see if there 1PJere any glar ing 
inconsistencies. None was apparent. It did seem tha t 
six failures and eight near-failures was a very high 
percentage in the low brackets . So the science marks 
1/'Iere compared with those of other school subjects ; and 
it was found tha t, on the average, the pupils made lower 
marks in science than in any other subject. Since there 
6 
was a fairly close correlation between the former s cience 
marks and the intelligence quotients, it would . seem that 
low marks were due to one of t wo things, or b oth. Either 
the teacher set too high an arbitrary standa rd, or the 
1/See pages 84 to95 for the estimating-educa tive-growth 
phase. 
Table 2 
Pupils 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Previous Marks 
in 
General Science 
Marks Pupils 
(2) (3) 
E 17 
E 18 
E 19 
D .20 
D '21 
D 22 
B 23 
c 24 
D 25 
B 26 
E '27 
B 28 
D .29 
A 30 
A 31 
B 3~2 
- ~ 7. 
Marks 
( 4) 
E 
D 
D 
A 
c 
c 
D 
E 
c 
B 
B 
c 
c 
B 
c 
c 
pupils were not sufficiently interested to put forth 
the necessary effort to make a better showing. 
Standard achievement tests.-- It was found tha t 
the class as a whole had not done any standaJrized 
._ 8 
test s except the Dominion Learning-Capa ci ty Test, and 
since this unit requires a considerable amount of inde-
pendent reading and resear ch, it was decided to give an 
achievement test in reading. The test used was the 
Iowa Reading Test. The results were t abul a ted for easy 
reference (Table 3). 
An examination of the t able in con junction with 
table 1 shows that there are no actual reading-di s -
ability ca ses. Those who are low in reading ability 
are compar ably low in mental ability. However, the 
test results i ndicate that less outside reading mi ght 
be expected from some pupils than from others and that 
six or more pupils should be dire~ted to reference books 
written at the gr ade five to grade seven levels of read-
ing difficult~. The reference books have been chosen in 
order to make this possible. 
The required activities and the optional-and-re-
l a ted a ctivities were written so that the poorest reader 
would understand them, and so that there would be a 
possible stimulation to action to all. 
Table 3 Grade Equivalents in Reading 
Determined by the Iowa Readi :ng Test 
Pupils Grade Pupils Grade 
Equivalent Equival€nt 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1 5.2 17 5 .6 
'2 8.1. 18 6.8 
3 6.3 19 6.7 
4 7.9 .20 10.9 
5 8.6 "21 8 .8 
6 8 .0 2'2 8.6 
7 9.4 23 8 . 3 
8 9.6 24 7.2 
9 7.1 25 8.6 
10 9.7 26 8 .7 
11 6. 8 27 9.0 
1'2 9.0 28 8 . 9 r 13 8.2 29 9.1 
14 9.3 30 9.4 
15 10.1 31 9.3 
16 10.2 32 9.6 
' summary of ".Apoy-~ 
Highest grade equivalent 10.9 
Lowest grade equivalent 5 . 2 
Median Grade equivalent 8 . 6 
The School 
t_ 9 
The location of the school. -- The city of Saint 
John is at the mouth and on either side of the Saint 
John River . So-called "West Saint John1', where the 
• New Albert School is situa ted, is on the west side of 
the harbor and is connected to the city by ferry and 
bridge. 
1.0 
The ice-free Bay of Fundy makes Saint John an all-
year port, one of the t wo such ports in eastern Canada. 
It is, therefore, the commercial and industrial center 
of the province, besides being an important fishing 
center. 
Since the docks for ocean traffic are on the west 
side of the harbor, many of the families served by the 
New Albert School gain their livlihood by working on the 
waterfront. The busy shipping season is in the winter, 
when Montreal and other larger Canadian ports are ice-
bound. So most of the port workers supplement their 
winter incomes by fishing or doing part-time work dur-
ing the summer months. It is a fact, however, that 
the majority of the people, even from the west side 
are employed full-time in the industrial and business 
part of the city. 
The school building.-~ The New Albert School, 
situated near the center of this small, separate-and-
distinct division of the city, known as West Saint 
John, provides the schooling for the bulk of the pupil s 
from gra de one to nine inclusive. Beyond gra de nine 
j_j_ 
the pupils must go to senior high schools elsewhere in 
the city. The school acttmll y consists of t wo build-
ings, connected by a corridor. Both buildings are of 
brick construction, t wo stories high, on a plot of 
ground extending only a few feet in any direction 
beyond the school itself. Since the annex is not 
quite large enough to contain all the elementary 
classes, one grade six class is housed in the main 
building. Altogether, in both buildings, there are 
fifteen classrooms, a home economics department, a 
general shop for boys, a small auditorium (seating 
capaci~ six hundred), a gymnasium, an audio-visual 
aids room, a small library, a dental clinic, a prin-
cipal's office, and a teachers' room. 
The type of school.-- The school system in Saint 
John is based on a six-three-three grade division: six 
elementary grades, the junior high school division 
consisting of grades seven, eight, and nine, and the 
senior high school ending with grade t welve. The New 
Albert School houses elementary and junior high school 
gra des more or less as a single unit. However, the 
course of studies, the home-rooming, and the guidance 
program with provision for exploratory experiences in 
shops, indicate a certa in differentiation between the 
t wo. The fact that the junior high school grades are 
housed in the main building also tends i:b give the 
:12 
idea of a separate division. The total school enrol-
ment is four hundred and seventy-five~ of which, about 
one hundred and sixty are in the junior high school. 
The classroom.--When the New Albert School was 
built, in 1922, no special provision was made for the 
teaching of science regarding special classroom or 
equi pment . During the past year, however, a change 
in this condition has come about. Some months ago, 
a plan for changing one of the regular traditional-
- v 
type classrooms into a science classroom-labora tory 
was submitted to the assistant-superintendent of city 
schools, Dr . 1. P. McMurray, for his approva.l and 
directive. He approved of the plan and directed the 
buildings superintendent to have his carpenters make 
t he necessary alterations and, with-in limits, gave 
directions for s cience books and sci ence equipment 
to be ordered . The result is, tha t we n ow have a 
clas sroom-labora tory whe r e science books and e q,uip-
ment can be kept and where science demonstra tions 
and experiements can be car r ied out conveniently by 
teacher and pupils. 
1/Roy 6. Billett, ou . cit., p . 581-595. 
1.3 
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The science room, as it is called, is about 
thirty-two feet long and t wenty-nine feet wide. It 
has a southern exposure with almost the entire wall 
taken up with windows. Thus, on clear days it is 
well lighted by natural light entering the l arg e 
wi ndows; while on dull days sufficient light is 
p rovided by means of six sets of fluorescent ceil-
ing lamps . On the side-wall opposite the windows 
is a black chalk-board , slanted f or better vision • 
. At the ends of the cha lk-board are t wo built-in 
cabinets with shelves and drawers for science 
e qui pment. In frontof the chalk-board , facing 
the windows, is a demonstration desk. Tms 
demonstration desk has a slate top and is equipped 
with a double gas jet serving two bunsen burners, 
a double electric outlet, a sink and running water, 
15 
as well as drawers and cabinet space (Illustration p .l3). 
Each of the t wo end-walls is supplied with a long 
tack-board a.nd built-in cabinet. The cabinet in 
the wes t-end wall is for chemicals and other 
supplies ~hat mus t be locked up; while the cabinet 
in the east-end wall contains the science reference 
books and encyclopaediae. 
The science room, unlike other rooms in the 
building, is supplied with moveable tables and chairs 
I ? 
instead of the traditional desks and stools made fast 
to the floor. The tables are convenient for reading 
purposes and for pupil activities. They are especially 
good for group activities such as demonstrations , 
experiments, and poster work, since t wo or more tables 
can be put together to make a surface of the required 
size. Moreover, it is possible to place the tables so 
that three or four groups may work at one time without 
in terfe,r ·ing; with one another. 
Before the u_nit was introduced, all the equip-
ment needed for this unit on water , as determined from 
the unit assignment, was placed in the cabinet in the 
north-east corner of the room . This was feasible 
because of the large amount of empty cabinet space 
available, and it was advantageous because it made 
possible simplified directions in the optional-and-
related activities. 
Classroom equipment.-- The science room is 
adequately , though not lavishly provided with equip-
ment. Among the glass and pyrex ware are such things 
as test tubes, beakers, chimneys, jars, flasks, and 
tubing. The usual chemicals, reagents, pneumatic 
troughs, and the like for carrying out simple 
experiments in chemistry are on hand. Vfuile in the 
field of physics there are magnets, pulleys, air pumps, 
p risms;lens€s, model water pumps, balances, weights, 
electric cells, electric motors, and other items 
necessary for teaching the junior high school course 
in general science. 
1_7 
Provision has been made for darkening the science 
room so that audio-visual equipment, needing a darkened 
roomJ could be used in ,it. Such equipment in this s chool 
consists of a motion-picture projector, an overhead 
combination projector, a film-stri p and film-slide 
p rojector and an opa que projector. 
The room is well supplied with pupils' reference 
books in general science, including t wenty-three titles 
1/ 
and anywhere from three to t welve copies of each. 
There is one set of Comnton's Pictured Encyclopedia 
a!ld on~ of the Britannica Junior. 
On the teacher's desk for this unit were t wo filing 
boxes. One had a card-index containing the optional re-
lated activities with s pecific instru ctions for carrying 
them out, and in the other was a card-index of the 
pupils. In the latter, the pr ogress of t he individual 
pupils was entered as they worked along in the 
l/See pag e 54 for a list of pupils' reference books 
for this unit. 
11 
l aborato r y phas e and as they took part i n the pooling -
2/ 
and-sharing of experiences. 
Preparation of the Unit 
Stating and delimiting the unit.-- The Inter-
mediate Programme of Studies for New Brunswi~k Schools, 
which gives an outline of the course in general 
science for gra de nine, list s wateT as the second 
t op ic to be studied. Thi s would mean tha t a study 
of the topic water would be begun toward.s the l a.s t 
of October or the first of November. I t w~s there-
fore, dur ing t h e period f r om September to November 
t hat preparations were completed fo r starting this 
unit on water. 
3/ 
The genera l statement of the unit was first 
written do111m in complete declara tive s entences. It 
was "the best word picture of the real unit of 
lea rning, which the teacher was able to make a t t he 
1/ 
time 11 • The genera l sta tement of the unit is definite, 
b u t not definite enough to i ndicate an adequa te 
teaching-learning cycle. So, the general statement 
1/Roy 0~ Billett, op . cit., p.600-601. 
E,/Ibid ., p. 60'2. 
5/See page 25 for the genera l sta tement of the unit. 
4/Roy 0. Billett, op . cit., p.505. 
t8 
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of the unit was next delimited. 
2/ 
The delimitation is 
an itemized sta tement, in declarative sentences~ of 
the lesser learning products of the unit. The items, 
being definite and limited in scope, were used by 
the teacher in preparing the corresponding unit 
assignment. 
Since the delimitation is for the teacher's 
use only, it was made up in a somewhat logical order 
so that the teacher could determine easily whether 
it contained all the learning products the teacher 
wanted it to contain, and no more. 
It was expected that some learning products 
other than those sta ted in the delimitation would 
accrue f rom the activities entered into by the 
:pupils; even though such learning products were not 
to be the focus of direct teaching . They are listed 
as p robable indirect and incidental learning products. 
gJ 
The unit assignment.-- The unit assignment 
consist's of a number of teacher-pupil a ctivities that 
would best assure, so far as the teacher could 
determine, the attainment of the desired learning 
products. Consequently~ the proposed activities in 
1/ =Roy. o-~ B4.'i'lett, _Qll_. cit., p. 50 5 
£/See pages 25 to 31 for the delimitation of the unit. 
3/See page 31 for probably indirect and incidental 
learning products • 
.1/See pages 33 to 46 for the unit assignment. 
1_9 
y 
th~ unit assignment were based upon the items of the 
delimitation. In writing the activities as questions, 
or problems to be solved, an attempt was made to 
state them so that the pupils would be interested in 
solving them, and would find them worth while doing. 
1/ 
A check list was used to make sure no items in the 
delimitation were overlooked when making up the unit 
assignment. 
In order to provide for individual differences y 
of pupils, optional-and-related activities were 
prepared. These activities, made up as projects, 
were to supplement the required individual and 
group activities. The:y were entirely optional, 
in that pupils were not constrained to attempt 
any of them; and pupils who did select one or 
more, did so only on the advice and with the 
approval of the teacher. Instructions for carry-
ing out the projects in the optional-and-related 
activities were vvri tten in detail upon cards that 
were later filed in a box on the teacher's desk. 
Since all these activities were reported on 
before the class, by the pupils who did them, the 
the whole class benefited to some extent. 
j/See Appendix E for check list for unit assign-
ment • 
20 
.2/See pages 46 to 54 for optional-and-related activities. 
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Prenaration of the test. -- Before the teaching-
learning cycle was begun, the teacher prepared an 
objective test based upon the items of the delimitation, 
which are the learning products of the unit. The test 
contained one hundred items of the true-r;raJse, com-
pletion, simple recall, and multiple choice types. 
Altogether, one hundred and sixteen separa te responses 
lj 
were possible. A check list v,ras prepared in order 
to make sure that all items in the delimitation were 
covered by t wo or more test items. 
For diagnostic purposes, that is, to find out 
what learning products each pupil had achieved 
previously in the topical area covered by the unit 
and its delimitation, the examination wa s given as 
a pre-test. Later, at the end of the pooling-of-
experiences phase, the same examination was given 
as a final a chievement test. The mark made on the 
final test entered into the teacher's estimate of 
the educative growth of each pupil. 
The pre-test was administered during the 
introductory phase, and the marks were tabulated 
(Table 4) and examined, pupil by pupil, in con-
junction with information from the cumulative 
IT see APPENU .F for the check list of te s t i terns. 
records. The relatively high scores on the pre-test 
are understandable since the unit is about a topic 
so f amiliar to all. The three pupils making the 
highest scores living, as they did, in country 
homes during the summer, already had quite a good 
knowledge of vv-ells, pumps, rain-barrels, and the 
like. The father of the pupil making the highest 
score was the owner of a plumbing business. 
On the pupil-cards, the pre-test scores were 
entered as the first bit of information obtained 
from the work of the unit. During the laboratory 
and pooling-of-experiences phases more informa tion 
about ea ch pupil was recorded: informa tion on such 
things as written and oral reports, short tests, 
demonstrations carried out, posters made, and 
estimates of pupil-performance and pupil behavior. 
Pa rt of this informa tion was transcribed from the 
log, which the teacher kept of such things as the 
successes and the f a ilures of pupils, of special 
difficulties pupils encountered, and of dates when 
individuals and groups started and finished certa in 
activities. Such information was useful in picking 
out weaknesses in the unit and in estimating pupil 
growth. 
22 
Table 4 
Pupils 
(1) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
Pupils ' Scores 
Made on Pre-test 
Pre-test 
Scores 
(2) 
39 
36 
50 
40 
46 
40 
4'2 
44 
33 
54 
45 
41 
47 
60 
66 
63 
Pupils 
(3) 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2.2 
23 
nLt t::· ••. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
Pre-test 
Scores 
(4) 
56 
35 
53 
58 
51 
44 
40 
48 
48 
42 
56 
38 
43 
54 
52 
45 
23 
Final nrenarations. -- As the time approa ched for 
the i n troduction of the unit some final prepa rations 
had to be made. The general study- and-a ctivity guide 
was mimeographed and the file of optional-and-related 
activities was checked . The equipment needed for this 
unit was placed in its cabinet and the reference book s 
pu t in order. A final checlc was made with City Hall 
and with the social studies tea che r regarding the 
• proposed visit to the Water and Sewera ge Department . 
The test was mimeographed and the marking key prepared 
for use. The films to be used were ordered from t he 
Audi o-Visual Aids Bureau of the Department of 
Edu cation i n Fredericton. And finally the pupils ' 
inquiry form, which was to be used at the completion 
of t he unit, was mimeographed . 
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CHAPTER II 
UNIT ORGANIZATION OF THE TOPIC: WATER 
General Statement of the Unit 
One of the chief necessities of life is f r esh 
water. It is used extensively by plants, animals, and 
man. Where it comes from, where and how it is obtained 
for use, how purified, and how wast'= products are dis-
posed of are of great i mportance to every community, 
large or small. 
Delimitation of the Unit 
1. Water has many uses. 
a. It is used by the individual to quench 
thirst, to aid in the digestion of food 
and in other internal processes, and for 
cleanliness. 
b. It is used in the household for the cooking 
and preserving of foods, for washing 
clothes, dishes, and floors, to help in 
the disposal of waste, for heating and 
air conditioning , for refrigera tion , 
and for sterilizing. 
_c. It is used in the community for all in-
dustries, for sewerage systems, for s ports 
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and recreation, for beautifica tion, and 
for washing streets. 
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d. It is useful from a national standpoint 
for ocean, lake, and river transportation, 
for water power, and for irriga tion of 
arid land. The erosive powers of water 
are i mportant also for national con-
sideration. 
2. Rain is the source of all water. 
3. A knowledge of the water cycle indicates why 
the sky is never rained out. 
4. Rain water either runs off into lakes and 
streams or siru~s into the ground. 
a. The v:rater that runs off may cause dama ge 
by floods, or by erosion, or by both. 
b. The water that runs off may have beneficia l 
resul ts. It may, through its ability to 
carry ma.terial in suspens ion, build up 
fertile deltas and fertile intervale land. 
c. The wat er tha t sinks into dry ground first 
dampens it by forming a thin film around 
the particles of soil. 
d . ViJhere the soil is already damp the water 
sinks until it comes to an impervious 
layer to form ground water. There is 
) ' I 
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only ground water (usually far do~~ in 
the earth) where the earth is thorough-
ly saturated at all times. 
5. The level of the ground water is called the 
water table. The water table is at different levels 
at different times and at different places. There is 
a water t able even in a desert. 
6 . Lakes, springs, and streams are dependent 
upon ground water and water table. 
7. Open wells and bored wells must go below the 
wat er table. 
8. Artesian wells are bored wells formed when 
ground water, which is trapp ed between t wo impervious 
layers, comes to the surface by internal pressure. 
(The word artesian is loosely used in some texts to 
mean any deep , bored well.) 
9. Ground water must be .brought to the surfa ce by 
buckets or pumps, except in the case of artesian wells. 
10. Force pumps have many advantages over lift 
pumps. They are both dependent upon atmospheric pressure. 
11. Country homes often get their water supply from 
dug or bored wells. 
12. Towns and small cities often get their water 
supply from near-by lakes or rivers, or b_o.th. They may 
even tap ground water to augment their supply. 
13. Large cities may have to get their supply of 
water from very large lakes or rivers, and may have to 
p ipe it many, many miles (Los Angeles, for example). 
14. Surfa ce water is likely to be contamina ted. 
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15. Dug wells and bored wells, if properly located 
and constructed, are free from pollution. 
16. Cities expend large stuns of money so that the 
water delivered to the homes and other buildings may be 
pure. 
17. Four steps in the purifica tion of water may be: 
(1) filtration, (2) settling out (use alum), ( 3) use of 
chemicals (chlorine), and (4) a ereation. Water that is 
boiled or distilled is always safe to drink. 
18. Water may be hard or soft according to the amount 
of dissolved minerals in it. Rain water is soft water. 
19. Soap will make suds in soft water much easier 
than in hard water, so, for washing, soft water is de-
sirable. 
20. Hard water may be made soft by boiling, in the 
cas e of temporary hardness and by the use of chemicals for 
permanent hardness. 
21. Water is delivered to the con sumers in a var iety 
of ways, as follows: (1) by gravita tion, (2) by the use 
of a standpipe, (3) by the use of a pneumatic tank, 
and (4) by automatic force pumps. 
22. A proper disposal of sewage is a safeguard 
to health in cities and in the country. Sewage is 
carried away by means of water. 
23. There are several methods for disposing of 
sewage. 
a. The open-drain method is both disgus ting, 
and dangerous to health. 
b. The use of a cess-pool is little better 
than the open drain. 
c. The septic tank, properly constructed 
and properly installed, is safe. 
d. City sewerage systems dispose of the 
sewa ge by dumping it into large rivers 
or into the ocean; or by means of dis-
posal plants. 
24. Water is found in one of the following thr ee 
states; a liquid, a gas, or a solid. 
a. As a liquid water is "water white" in 
color, non-compressible, and has a taste 
according to the amotmt of air and dis-
solved mineral-matter in it. 
b. As a gas, water, called water vapor, is 
dry, invisible, compressible, and is 
necessary in the air for life. Even the 
air over the Sahara has relative humidity 
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of over thirty per cent. 
c. Water changes from a liquid to a gas by 
evaporation or by boiling . Water, when 
it arrives at the boiling point, 212° 
Fahrenheit, does not rise higher in 
temperature. If heated further, the 
added heat energy is used to caus e a 
more rapid change of water to water 
vapor. ·when the liquid changes to a 
gas it has great expans ive power. This 
is the power used in all steam engines. 
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d. Water as a solid, ca lled ice, is lighter 
than liquid water and it is always at, 
0 
or below, a tellj.p erature of 32 Fahren-
heit. Wh en it changes from a liquid to 
a solid it has great expansive power. 
e. ~ben heat is applied to ice, the tern-
perat ur e of the ice does not rise above 
32° Fahrenheit. The energy from the 
heat is used up in the melting process. 
25 . Water power is dependent upon the f acts (l) 
that water has wei ght and (2) tha t wa ter will flow. 
a . ·water exerts pressure doV~mward, side-
ways, and upward. 
b. The pressure varies with t he deDth. It 
.. 
i 
I 
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increases in proportion to the depth. 
c. Falling water is used to generate hydro-
electric power. 
d. The lifting power of water is called its 
3:1 
buoyancy. Floating bodies displace their 
oV~m weight of water. Submerged bodies lose 
the weight of an equal volume of water. 
This explains the ability of running water 
to carry heavy stones or other bodies 
along. If it were not for this property 
of water we could not swim. 
26. By electrolysis it may be shovm that water is a 
chemical combination of hydrogen and oxygen. 
' Probable Indirect and Incidental 
Learning Products 
Indirect lea~ning products.--
l. Improvement in the attitude of co-operation 
and helpfulness in commi ttee work and in group living. 
2. Development of an attitude of reliance upon 
experimentation and proof r ather than upon prejudice. 
Incidental learning products.--
l. Greater skill in the use of reference material. 
2. Grea ter skill in making oral and written re-
ports. 
3. A better knowledge of how to use graphic 
presentation of f a cts. 
4. An appreciation for the great f und of 
scientific know-l edge handed down to us. 
5 . A better understanding of the dependence of 
life unon wate r . 
6. An understanding that man has used water 
and natural forces to i mp r ove his ovm status. 
7. The ability to use the scientific method 
in solving problems. 
Books for the Teacher 's Use 
Beauchamp, Wilbur 1., John c. Mayfield, and Joe Young 
West. Everyday Problems in Science. New York: 
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Scott, Foresman and Company , 1946. viii and 462 p. 
Billett, Roy 0. Fundamentals of Secondary-School Tea ch-
ing. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940. 
xvi and 671 p. 
Davis, I ra Co., and Richard w. Sharpe. Science. New 
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1947. xiii and 
538 p. 
Dull, Char les E. Modern Chemistry. New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1947. xi and 604. 
Dull, Charles E., H. Clark Metcalfe, and William 0. 
Brooks. Modern Physics. New York : Henry Holt 
and Company, 1949. x and 601 p. 
Fuller, Robert W., Raymond B. BroV'mlee , and D. Lee 
Baker . 'Rlementary Physics. New York: Allyn 
and Bacon, 1948 . vii and 837 p. 
Mendenhall, C. E., et al. College Phys ics. Boston: 
D. C. Heath and Company, 1950. viii and 657 p. 
Nelson, Henry B., rt Science Education in ..A..merican 
Schools, 11 Fortv-Sixth Yearbook of' the National 
Society for the study of Education, Part I. 
Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1947. 
xii and 603 p . 
Taffel, Alexander. Visualized Physics. New York: 
Oxford Book Company, 1948. vi and 372 p. 
The ·unit Assignment 
Tentative time allotment.--The tentative time 
allotment for this unit is eighteen periods : three 
periods each week for six weeks. 
Introduction.--As part of a unit on municipal 
g overnment in the grade nine social studies course, 
a study of the organization and operation of the Water 
and Sewerage Department was to be undertaken and a 
clas s visit to the Department at City Hall was con-
templated. The science teacher, knowing of the planned 
visit and of the approximate time it was to t ake place, 
saw an opportunity to provide an introduction to this 
unit on water and, at the same time , to correlate the 
science and social studies courses. So he conferred 
with the social studies teacher in planning the class 
visit regarding the date, and things to look for at 
City Hall. He want ed to make sure that the general 
science aspect of water was considered during the visit. 
The trip , which had been taken the previous day, 
was used as a topic of discussion during the science 
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period to i ntroduce the unit t o the pu pils. In the dis -
c ussion, such things as the uses, sources of supply, 
pur ification, softening, and distribution of 1!Va ter •Nere 
considered, and much interest w.as evident. Some pupi .ls 
were anxious to get started on another visit, one to 
Spruce Lake .,Nhere the water supply for We s t Saint John 
is obtained. Some wanted to i nves tigat e the large stand-
pipe that can be seen from the school-yard. 1'-,nd some 
wanted to know why the pumping sta tion on Lancaster 
Avenue was necessary. 
To promote still grea ter i n itial i nteres t :imJ the 
unit, :as well :as to g ive some information regardi ng the 
value of :pur e vJ:ater :c.nd the dangers of pollution , the 
11 -
film: Water - Friend .and En-~ a Wa lt Disney production, 
w.as shov.m to the class . _Among other thing s , the film 
very vividly portr.ays many uses of wa ter, the dangers of 
c.ontamination of drinking water, .and mea ns that should 
be t aken to pro-tect it from contaminat ion. 
At the end of the i n troductory period, the pupils 
were asked to mak12 :as long a list as they could of the 
uses of water. This list was to be completed a t home. 
Individual .:and group a ctivities. --The follovving 
1/The film Water - Friend :and Enemy, :and the films used 
- in "t;he laboratory phase , a re a va ila ble on loan from 
the Au d i o-Visual Aids Bureau, Department of Education , 
Fredericton, N. B. 
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individual and group :activities, together with instructions 
to pupils for carry ing them out, were mimeographed and a 
copy was g iven to each pupil as a study-and-activity 
ll 
guide. 
The following individua l a nd group activities a re 
to be entered into by all pupils. The a ctivities ,a re 
problems to be solved, ·questions to be answered , or 
diagrams to be drmvn, labeled , and expl a ined . To 
solve most of the problems you must do three things . 
1. You must find in your text or reference b ooks 
( prefera bly from more than one book) sections tha t deal 
with the subject mat t er covered by the problem. 
2 . Read the references carefully to get a g9od 
:and complete solution of your problem. Use enough 
references to be sure all phases of the problem are 
covered. 
3 . Make notes as you read so that you vdll ha ve 
the i nformation at hand for class di .scussion, \.JVT i tten 
rep orts, or oral presentation. 
In some of the a ctivities,. references a re in-
dicated by m.unbers i n parenthesis, thus: ( 8 :77 - 82 ). 
This means the problem is dealt with on pages 77 to 8'2 
of the 8th reference book listed on the last page of 
1/See appendi x.·A for a sample COJ::"'tJ of the pupil 's 
study-and- a ctivity guide . 
this guide, namely, Science for Da ily Use written by Ralph 
K. Wa lkins and 1J!Iinifred Perry . For problems with no re-
ferences indicated, you should use the tables of contents 
;and indexes of the reference books to find the informat i on 
you need . 
AI though the activities a re numbered, they may be 
worked i n :any order you wish, with this one exception. 
'Questions with demonstrations i n them must be done as 
clas's projec:ts. The demonstrations will be done by the 
tea cher or by pupils chosen by him, and the rest of t h e 
c las s wi ll watch the demonstra tion, take p.a rt in class 
discussion, and then carry out the :activities mentioned. 
Other activities related to this topic: water, .::.re 
set forth on index ca rds on the tea cher's desk. They 
a re not required, but some of you might be interes ted in 
doing .additional proj ects to rmmd out your knowledge 
of the subject.· You must get the teacher's consent to 
do these optional and rela ted a ctivities. 
Your tea cher hopes you will find this unit worth-
11'1"h i le :and interesting . Give it your bes t effort. 
1. Take your list of U.S'es of water and see if you 
ca n divide them among the fol l owing: (1) uses by i n-
dividuals , (2) household u.s-es, (3 ) industrial uses, 
(4) community uses, and (5 ) uses from a national stand-
point. (6:113-ll5; 7:167) 
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'2. Do you know wha t is meant by the wat-er cycle? 
Does the water cycle have anything to do with the f a ct 
tha t we, in Saint John, have .about the same total rain-
fall from yea r to year? Could you make a diagram that 
would expla in the water cycle? 
3. ·what really t akes place when the cold-water 
pipes 1tsweat:n? Tv'hy, then, is '11 swea tn not a good word 
for this? (8:125-129; 6 : 109; film A-193, Mysteries 
of l.ili:a t er). 
4. can you point out on the school pl ayground, 
or near your ovvn home, examples of damage done by 
'\'iJ.ater tha t runs off during or just a fter a storm? Be 
ready to report to the class. 
5. Give at least one insta nce of great damage 
done because of excessive run-off water. 
Can you find other ways that ~rater can be 
destructive? List as many ways .as you can. 
6 . Interval e land .along the Saint John river is 
better f a rming land than that on the hillsides . lNhy 
is this? Can you find nroof for your .answer? Are 
there :any methods the fa rmers are .advised to use to 
help to keep the hillsides from getting less f '9rtile? 
(Film A-88, Work of Running Water). 
7. Do you know that forests have a great effect 
on water run-off? ·wh a t are some of these effects? 
8 . Demonstrat ion: Cover one end. of a glass t ube 
with cheese-cloth and put it, cheese-cloth end down, 
into a l a r ge glass t ank . Fill the glas s t ank nea rly 
full of coars e sand, fine sand, and loam, putting 
the coarse sa nd a t the bottom, a l a yer of fine s and 
next, a nd. loam at the top. Keep the gl a s s tube near 
the side of the glass tank, so that one ca n see i n to 
the glass tube from the outside . Now, a t some dis-
t a nce from the gl a ss tube, pour .a quantity of water 
into the t ank slowly. 
a . Make a diagram of this eltperiment and 
indica te where the ground-water is. 
Indica t e a lso where the il.ilffi ter-table is. 
b . ~fter some time the soil a t the top of 
the t a nk became quite damp , even where 
t he water was not poured into it. Is 
this dampness ca lled ground- water? 
How did it get up into the top soil? 
or wha t va lue is this dampness? 
c. How did the water get into the glass 
tube? How high did it rise? In what 
way is this gla ss t ube like a well? 
9. Is it true tha t wells t ap under-ground 
streams or bodies of water? How does water get 
into wells? Since the ground is always wet nearly 
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to the surface~ why doesn't any hole in the ground 
become a well? What is ground-water? lfuy is the 
~~ter-table near the surface in some places and deep 
in the ground in others? (5: 351-352 ; 7:i41-144; 
8:133-138; '3:10-1'2; 10:101) 
10. In what ways .are lakes and rivers de-
p endent upon ground-water and the water-table? 
(3 :17; 5:352; 10:101) 
11. How do · you a ccount for an oasis in a 
desert? 
1'0 ~ . Suppose you live on a f a rm a nd you w.ant 
to have .a well dug. 1\lha t conditions would have to 
be t aken into consideration rega rding t he location of 
the well'? How deep must t he well be dug? Ho'!Jv would 
the well be constructed and covered? 
What considera tions would be the same if a 
bored well ·were to be constructed? lt\ha t conditions 
would be different? (7:148-151; 5: 3 53 - 362 ; film 
A- 2 56 Water - Friend and Enemy) 
13. Some people think tha t any deep bored well 
is an artesian well. Find out if this is correct. 
If you find it to be correct, give proof. If you 
find it to be incorrect, be prepared to explain what 
an a rtesian well really is a nd how it is formed. Make 
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.a diagram to show how the water gets into it. (3:11-12; 
1:30; 10:10'2). 
14. Dgmonstr:ation: Use a glass model lift pump 
to pump :watgr out of the well constructed in th8 first 
demonstra tion (Activity 8). 
a. Vfuich stroke of the piston opened the 
intake va lve ea ch time? "What stroke 
closed it? 1~at made it close? 
b. Which stroke opened the vzlve in the 
piston? lJV'hat ma d8 it open? Wha t stroke 
closed this valve? '\i'Vha t force closed it? 
c. On which stroke did the water come out 
the spout? Does this have anything to 
do with th8 name of the pump? 
d. What made the water go up from the well 
into the pump? (5: -356-358; 3 ::26; 1:14). 
15. A simple force pump is very similar to a 
lift pump . Does the water come up i nto the force 
pump on the s ame pr inciple a s in th8 lift pump? 
Could you, with the aid of a diagram, expla in the 
reasons for the different a rra ngem8nt of t he va lves 
in ea ch case? (5: 3 58; 3:26). 
16. If you lived on a farm, wher.e would you 
hav'= a force pump l ocated? For what purposes? ·where 
would a lift pump serve you we l l enough? 
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17. What conditions in rura l places make it ne-
cessary for country homes to use ground- water for th~ir 
water supply? Get as many conditions as you can. 
v~y is it necessary for cities to use sur-
f c. ce water for their supply? 
4_:1 
18. How does Wes t Saint John get its water supply? 
1Jfu;at function is performed by the standpipe on Lancaster 
Avenue? How does the water get into the s t andpipe? 
1-That makes the water pressure grea ter on King Street 
than on Lancaster Avenue? Can you find in any of the 
reference books, water systems si.-rnilar to the Wes t 
S-aint John system? 
19. Report on the method of getting an adequate 
water supply used by a t lea st one large city in Canada 
or in the United States. (Film A- '267, City Water Supply) 
20. Where does the centra l part of Saint John get 
its water supply? ~y are t here no standpi pes in that 
part of the city? 
:21. If you were l iving on :a fa rm, which of the 
following methods of disposing of sewage would you 
prefer: open-dra in, cesspool, or s·eptic tank? Give 
argument s to defend your choice. (7: 1 54-156 ; 9: 17.'2-175; 
1 : 2 7-·2 8; '3 : 3 5; 5: 361- 3 62 ) 
'Z2 . Study six methods of purifying water. After 
doing this, choose the method or methods tha t would be 
best for eliminating each of the following impurities 
from water: sand, mud, decayed material, bad odors, 
salt, and very muddy water tha t you know to be con-
tamina ted. (5:363-366; 1:32; 3 ;18- 24) 
'23. On a camping trip, how would you make 1"il:ate.r 
you were not sure of, safe to drink? 
24. Demonstration: Make some permanently hard 
water by adding calciura sulphate to distilled water 
and partly fill four test-tubes with it. .Add soap 
solution, drop by drop, to one test-tube, then 
shake it to see if suds wilJ form. Add a pinch of 
borax to the second tube, a pinch of washing soda 
to the third, and a few drops of household a:mnpnia 
to the fourth tube. Now add soap solution to the 
last three tubes and shake eaE:h. 
a . li~'hy did suds not ap-p ea r in the first 
test-tube? 
b. ·wnat effect had the borax, washing soda, 
and a11l.IIl0n.i..:a have on the water. 
c. 1J\ibat makes a scum form on the surface 
of hard water when soap or washing 
powders are used? 
d. In moderately hard water, if enough 
snap is used, the soap will do the 
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work of the above chemica ls. 11\lhy is 
this? (5: 354~ 3 67-3 68; 1:25-2 6 ; 
2 : "23 , 3 :24) • 
'25. Vu'hat is meant by safe disposa l of sewag e? 
Give reasons why safe disposal of sewag e in a city is 
much more of a problem than it is in the country. 
What i mportant part does water t a ke in sewag e disposal? 
How does Saint John dispose of its se'l?\J'age? -1Nhat 
conditions make it sa fe? 
26. Can you find out what methods of sewag e 
disposa l are used in the rura l a reas nea r Saint John, 
or elsewhere? 1Nhich of these methods a re not safe? 
Wh a t conditions make them un-safe? 
-vfuich of the methods are s a fe? What con-
ditions make them sa fe? How is the objectionable, 
solid, sewag e material gott:(l!' id of safely in a 
septic t a nk? (3: 29-35; 1:-27-28; 5:362-563; 2 : 3 7). 
2 8. Demonstra tion: put a lighted a lcohol 
lamp under a beaker of ice and water. Have a 
thermometer in the mixture and t ake tempera ture 
readings every t wo minutes. Place the readings on 
the chalk-board. 
a . lfilhen did the temperature of the 
mixture definitely begin to rise? 
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b. What became of the heat energy until 
that time? 
c. What application does this have in 
refrigeration? 
d. How l ong did the temperature rise? 
e. What became of the heat energy after 
the water began to boil? 
f. · ·mfhat beca me of the water that boiled 
away? 
g . Vfu.a t is in the bubbles of boiling 
water? 
h . Make a graph to show the changes 
in tempera ture during the whole 
experiment. 
'29 . Will putting a hotter fire under vegetables 
that are already boiling make them cook fa ster? 
Explain your answer . 
30. There are many instances proving tha t water 
expands a s it changes to ice. How many such instances 
can you think of or find? Can you give or show proof 
that this expansive power is very great? 
31 . Could you explain to the class the principle 
upon which the steam engine depends for its power? 
32 . Demonstration: Get t wo tin cans, one of 
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small diameter and one larger. Put a small hole in the 
side of each ca n near the bottom. Make the holes the 
same size and the same distance from the bottom in 
each case. lJVh.ile the holes are plugged, pour an even 
pint of water into each can. Uncork the holes at the 
same time. 
a. Does this experiment prove that water 
presses sideways as well B.S downward? 
b. Upon wha t is the pressure at any point 
near the bottom dependent? 
33. Demonstration: In a tall tin ca n punch a 
series of small holes, equally spaced and extending 
from near the bottom to nea r the top. Plug the holes 
and fil l the can with water. Uncork all the holes .at 
the same time. This may be done by :strings being 
attached to each cork. 
a . vilhere is the pressure the greatest? 
b. \!There is the pressure the least? 
c. How great does the pressure in the centre 
seem to be, in compar ison to the pressure 
.at the bottom? 
d. To what is the pressure in a liquid 
proportional? (1:34-36 ; 2 :30-33; 
5: 369-371). 
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34 . How may the power of falling water be changed 
to mechanical power? How may it be changed to ·electric 
power? (7:160-166; 8:144; 9:167-168) 
35. How is the pressure a t the bottom of a t ank 
of ~J.ater calculated? How is the pressure per unit 
calculated with respect to any head of water? (1:34-36) 
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Ontional...;and-related a ctivities. -- The optional-
and-related activities were put on i ndex cards a nd filed 
on the te:acher r s desk . 
1. Would you like to make a sand filter which 
would chang e muddy water into clear water? If so, follow 
the.se directions . In the top· drawer of the science 
ca binet you will find some cheese-cloth and string. On 
the s econd shelf of the same cabine t you will find :a t wo-
i nch glass tube four feet long . Tie a piece of cheese-
cloth securely over one end of the tube. At the bottom 
of the tube, next a bove the chees e-cloth, put a layer 
of fine gr a vel. .Above this put clear, coarse sand, 
,and :above t hat put enough f i ne c1ean beach-sa nd to fill 
the tube. Pour muddy ~ter through the sand filter and 
see what happens . Be prepared to show this experiment 
to the class a nd explain it to them. 
'2 . To do this experiment you need .at least :a 
-quart of muddy water (use clay ) :and a bott le of .alum 
solution :and t wo ba ttery ja r s . The .a lum s olution i s 
in the science cabinet. 1Vhile the w:a ter i s still 
very muddy , pour a quantity i n t o ea ch jar . To one 
jar add a small amoun t of a lum s olution and then let 
both s t and until the water begins to clea r. 11\Jh a t 
effect does the a lum have? What pr a ctical applica tion 
does this experiment have in city water purifica tion 
systems? 
3. One of the grea test and most f a mous power-
and-water-supply projects is the Hoover Dam (formerly 
ca lled Boulder Dam) project. Would you like to study 
about t his a nd report to the cla ss? In your report, 
use the fol lowing headings: The Dam Itself, Power 
Deve lopment,. Flood Control, Water Supply to Los 
Angeles. 
4. In the southern part of California is 
Imperial Valley. Not many years ago it was a part of 
.a desert where noth ing ex cept a few desert phmts 
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would grow. Now, it is one of the most productive 
va lleys in Ca lifornia, exporting vegeta bles to all 
part s of North America. Possibly you would like to find 
out what took place in this valley to change it so, and 
report your findings to the class. 
5. Do you know which kind of soil has the grea t-
est water-holding capacity and wh ich allows water to 
pass through most quickly? Get some clay, . some fine 
sand, :and some garden loam and allow each to dry. 
Y 0\J. will need three glass chimneys, three beakers, 
and some cheese-cloth. Get these things from the 
ca binet. Cover one end of ea ch chimney with a 
piece of cheese-cloth. Then support each a few 
inches from the table by a ring sta nd and put 
be:akers under them. Fill each to a depth of t wo 
inches: The first with finely powdered cla y, t he 
second with fine sa nd, a nd the third with garden 
loam. Pour 50cc. of water into each chimney and 
let it seep through. 1Nhen the :seepage stops, 
measure the water in ea ch beaker. What a re the 
results? \Nhat are your concl usions? 
6. Soil erosion by water has seriously 
a ffected the fertility of the upper slopes of f a rms 
in the Sa int John River va lley. The Department of 
Agriculture has pamphlets on this subject tha t will 
be · sent to you on re:quest. The address is The 
Department of Agriculture, Fredericton, N. B. Write 
and ask for material dea ling with soil erosion a nd 
the prevention of it. Show the letter to your 
tea cher before sending it. Study the pamphlets and 
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make a sand-table demonstration of _how to lessen or 
p r event soil erosion ca used by ·water . 
7. Near Saint John and along the Saint John 
river you will be :able to find many examples of soil 
erosion c:aus ed by water. If you have a camera, you 
might be interes ted in t aking pictures to show how 
I 
water is wearing away the land a nd :arra nge a display 
of your pictures to show the class. 
8. Did you know that .a stone or any other 
object does not we i gh the same i n water as in a ir? 
By the followi ng experiment you c:an compare the 
·we i ght of a stone in water :and in a ir. Use a string 
or thread to suspend a stone of convenient s ize from 
one of the spring balances. Make a note of the 
wei ght in a ir. Then lower the stone into a jar of 
-water until it is entirely covered. Now, wha t does 
the stone w.r·eigh? Wha t was the loss of weight? 
Do this experiment a second time using the jar 
-w ith a spout and an overflow pan, instead of the 
g l-a ss jar . Th_ey are in the science cabinet. Fill 
the jar unti l it barely overflows a t the s pout. 
Weigh the dry overflow pan :and make a note of its 
weight. Then place it so it will catch the overflow. 
Now lower the s tone into the jar until it is 
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entirely covered. Next weigh the ~an with the overflow 
wat er in it. Note it, and subtract the dry weight of 
the pan from it. How does the loss of weight, found 
in the former experiment, compare with the weight 
of the water overflowed into the pan? 
Do this experiment with t wo or three different 
sized objects to find what is the loss of weight of 
an object submerged in water in comparison to the 
weight of the water displaced. 
9. Would you like to distill som€ dirty or 
muddy wa ter to find for yourself how impurities are 
removed by this method, and how the distilled water 
t as tes? Bet up the experiment as illustrated in 
diagram 39, page 76, in book 5: Everyday Problems in 
Science. You will find .all the things you need in the 
science ca binet. l~lhen the water begins to boil lower 
the temperature so that the cork -vdll not be blo1!1m 
out. Steam may be made faster than it can be carried 
away in the small tube. 11\!hen you have a fair :amount 
of distilled water in the test tube, cool it in a 
beaker of cold water. Examine the distilled water. 
What color is it? Is there any dirt in it? Does 
it t as te like fresh water from the tap or well? 
'IJVha t kind of taste has it? 'What phases of the water 
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cycle a re pres~nt in the process of distilla tion. 
10. Hold a cold pla te on a sla nt over the spout 
of .a tea -kettle of boiling water. Hold .a cup under 
the lower edge of the pl:ate. "'1Aihat forms on the plate? 
What makes it form? In what respects is this 
experiment simila r to the water cycle? 
11. The large pi pe in the corner of the bicycle 
room i n the basement . is the water main. Atta ched to 
it is a 11\ffi ter meter that measures the .amount of :t~~~:ater 
us~d in the school. You may learn to read this and 
report to the cla ss the . number of gallons of 1'1Ja ter 
used in the school. Your teacher will_ show you how 
to read the meter. How many ga llons of water, do you 
suppose, would be used here in a month? 1ffuat are the 
different us~s for water i n the s chool? Get per-
mission from your teachers to ca ll the buildings 
super intendent to find out how much the average 
monthly water b i l l is for the New Albert School. 
Ca lcul ate the cost per thousand gallons. Test your 
readings aga inst thore at the School Board Office. 
1'2. If you (your family) o1.m your own home, 
you must pay a water tax. Have your fa ther explain 
to you how the water tax is calcula ted, how much it 
is, and how it is collected. Report to the class. 
13. In winter, the air in many homes becomes 
Boston Wniverslty 
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too dry. A hygrometer measures the dryness of the air. 
·would you like to make one and learn to read it? You 
will need a ring stand from the lower shelf of the 
demonstra tion table; and two thermometers, a beaker, 
and a lamp wick from the science cabinet. Hang the 
two thermometers from the ring stand. Near the bottom 
of one tie one end of a lamp wick a nd let the other 
end of the 1Ivick rest in :a bea ker of w.a. ter. Do nothing 
to the other thermometer. .After a few minutes read 
the "tv,ro thermometers. 'Which registers lower? 1~ t 
causes the difference? Now look up the table of 
relative humidity on page 565 of the reference book: 
Our Environment: How We .Adapt Ourselves to It and 
ca lcula te the relative humidity of the science room. 
_What a re the possible bad effects of too low 
hv~idity? How may the right relative humidity be 
maintained? 
1_4. Do you know how the molecular theory of 
matter accounts for the eraporation of li:q_uids? 
There a re t wo film-strips a va i lable that expl a in 
this: The Molecular Theory of :Matter .and The 
Structure of Matter. If you are interested_, ask 
your teacher for a n order blank_, fill it out, a nd 
mail it to The Audio-Visual Aids Bur:e.a.u , Dep.art-
ment of Educa ticm, Fredericton, N. B. "V\fhen the 
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film- s tri-ps come, preview them and :prepare your pr e-
S12n t a tion to the class . You may decide that only one 
fi lm-strip needs to be used. 
15. Obta in the monthly average ra infall in 
Sa int JolLn from the observ,a tory on Douglas Avenue. Us e 
a ba r graph to cha rt this information . Compa re the 
Sa i nt John monthly averages wi th thosf: of other parts 
of Canada and the United States .as found in Nelson 's 
Geo· graphy of Canada . 
16. Until 1935 v~est Saint John had .a true gravity 
s ystem of water supply. 11\Tb.y wa s it chang ed? How w.as 
it changed? Get permiss i on from your teacher to call 
t he Water and Sewerag e Depa rtment t o make :an appoint-
ment with the director or one of the engineers of 
t h i s depar t ment. Make :a list of questions you would 
like to ask during yourappoi n t ment and show it to 
y our tea cher. 
17. Make a diagr:am to show how a sink tra p keeps 
s olids out of the p i pes and sewer gas from coming up 
into t he house. 
18. Give a rguments t o prove whether this state-
ment is true or f :alsB. In the ,cas e of frozen water 
p i pes, t he damage is done just a s they begin to thaw 
out. 
19. Does an even p i nt of hot water weigh more 
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or less than a n even pint of cold water? Consider t his 
questi on thoughtfully first and, if n eces sary, re-study 
about the structure of matt,er to decide u pon :an a nswer you 
can defend. Then do a n experiment to prove you a re right. 
Reference books f or nupils' use.--The foll owi ng is 
a bibliogr aphy of the books used by the pupils in this unit. 
Since these books were in the s cience room on the 
·shelves of one of the cabinets and, therefore , easy to 
locate, t h e l ist of books handed to the pupi l s conta ined 
1/ 
t he titles m:DJ.y. 
Beauchamp , Wilber IJ., John C. Mayfield,. :and Joe Young 
We s t, Everyday Prob1ems i n Science. Toronto: 
W. J. G-age and Company, 1945. xvi and 752 p. 
Bowers, Henry, Genera l Science. Toronto: J. 111. Dent ,and 
Sons, 193 8. 3 00 p. 
Davis, I ra C., and Richa r d W. Sharpe, 'Science. New York: · 
Henry Hoi t and Company, 19.36. xi .and 491 p. 
Fowler, George W., Morton C. Collister, .and Ernest L. 
Thurston, Science and You . Syracuse: The Iroquois 
Publishing Company, 1948. xiv a nd 378 p. 
Fowler, Georg e W., Morton C. Collister, a nd Ernest L. 
Thurs ton, Living With S cience. :syracuse: The 
Iroquois Publishing Company, 1948. xvi and 544 p. 
Fowler, George W., Morton C. Collister, .and Ernest L. 
Thurston, Our Surroun~. Syracuse: The 
Iroquois Pliblishing Company, 1948. x and 757 p . 
Limpus, George H., and John W. B. Shore, Elementary 
General Science. Toronto: The Macmillan Company 
of Canada , 1946. xvii and 3 48 p. 
1/~ee c."_·~·. pend1·x B f f b k 
-v -=m' or r e erence oo s for pu p i l s. 
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MacDiarmid, F. E., and G. A. Sansom, Science Experiences. 
Toronto: The Copp Clark Company, 1947. xii and 241 p. 
Parker, Bertha Morris, Water S\HJp-ll y and sewage Disposal. 
Evanston: Row, Peterson and Company, 1946. 3 6 p. 
Parker, Bertha Morris, Water. Evanston: Row, Peterson, 
and Company , 1944. 36 p. 
Wa tkins, Ralph K., :and Ralph C. Bedell, General Science 
For Today. Toronto: The Ma cmilLan Comp:any of 
Canada ,. 1947. x and 715. 
Wa tkins, Ralph K., .:and :Winifred Perry, Understanding 
Science. Toronto: The Ma cmillan Company of Canada , 
1950. xi v and 4'3'2 p. 
·watkins, Ralph K., :and 'liiJinifred Perry, Science for Human 
Control. Toronto: The 1/facmill.::m Company of Canada, 
1948. xvi and 588. 
Watkins, Halph K., and Winifred Perry, S cience for Daily 
Use. Toronto: The M:a cmillan Company of Canada , 
1948. xii .and 500 p. -
Wood, George C., :and Ha rry A. C4rpenter, Our Environment: 
How We Use :and Con trol It. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 
1950. xiii :and 870 p. 
Wood, George C., and Harry .A. Carpenter, Our Environment: 
How We Ad.ant Ourselves To It. Boston: .Allyn and 
Bacon, 1950. xiii and 586 p . 
Wood , George C. Y .and Har ry A. Carpenter, Our Environment: 
It-s Rela tion To Use. Boston: Al l yn and Bacon, 1950. 
x and 45·2. 
Objective test .--The following objective test, con-
sisting of. one hundred i terns and an opportunity for one 
hundred and t wenty-two pup il-resp onses, was mi me ographed 
1/ 
and administered as a pre-test and as .a final test. 
True-False.--Directions: Read each statement ca re -
1/See appendi x C for :a mi meog r aphe d copy of the test. 
·-
fully. If you thLnk the statement is true, circle the 
T at the end of the statement. If you think it is 
false, circle the F. If any part of a statement is 
f a lse, it is all f a lse. 
1. If the wat er supply were cut off in the New 
Albert School, the school would have to be 
shut dovm. 
-.2 . There i s no s ub:stitut-e for ·vra t€r 
·3. '\!Vater does not have destructive power 
4. Rain is the source of a ll fresh wat er 
5. On a clea r sunny day there is no water 
vapour in the a i r . 
6. The ;mater cycle is an endless process 
of evaporation and condensation. 
7. Dust particles in the :a ir play an im-
portant part in the water cycle. 
8. It is not safe to drink river water 
becaus-e t h e r a LJ. water in it is not 
pure. 
9. vVhen it rains, all the water eventually 
soaks i nt o the ground. 
10. Lakes depend upon the run-off water 
to keep them from drying up . 
11. :Surface water is responsib]_e for the 
building of del t .as . 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
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1'2 . Surfac~ wat ~r has grea t erosivB poFe r. T F 
].'3 . Groun d wa ter is so deep tha t i t does 
not com~ to the surf a ce. 
14, . To live, p l a nts must h a ve their roots 
below t h~ water t a ble. 
15 . Ther e i s a wate r t able ev~rywhere, 
even i n a d e s ert. 
16 . The wat ~r t a ble a t any g iven p l a ce 
d oe s n ot v a r y more than a few f e et from 
s e a son to s e a son . 
17. Forest s ca use a dela yed run - off :an d 
thus help to prevent f loods . 
1 8 . Du g wells t h a t chang e t hei r l evels 
T F 
T .F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
v~ry much f r om day to day ar~ n o t s af~ . T F 
1 9 . A g ood defin ition of a n .art~sian well 
would be: a v ery d eep bored well. 
20. Art es ian wells d o n ot need pump s to 
b rin g t h e wa ter t o t he surf a ce. 
21 . .Ai r pr~ssure i s t h e fore~ t h a t b rin g s 
t h e wa t e r u p i n to ,a l ift pump . 
2"2 . Mos t country home s must ge t their 
vvat e r supply from l ake s .and strea ms . 
23 . Surfa ce wa ter is the source o f t h e 
water s u ppl y of most citie s . 
:24. I ;a r g e cities us e so much wa t er t hat 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
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it i s not possible to bring it long 
distances. 
2 5. You c:an never be sure tha t dug or 
bored wells are free from t h e da n ger 
of pollution. 
.26 . Would each of t he followi ng methods 
a lon-e make water perfectly s a fe to 
drink? Circle the c orrect resnon se • 
.aera ti on yes no 
settling-out yes no 
d i s till.c_tion yes no 
:addition of ch l orine yes no 
b o i l ing yeB no 
filtering yes n o 
addit ion of a lum yes n o 
27. A city' s wat er supply mu s t be soft ened 
to be usab l e . 
'28 . Soft water i s usually better tha n hard 
water for drinking. 
29 . Temporary hard "VV:a ter may be made soft 
by boiling . 
3 0. In a city water system, if a s t and p i pe 
is used, pump s are not used. 
31 . Permanently hard water cannot be 
softened . 
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T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
32. Much of our water supply is used for no 
other purpose than to carry aw.ay sewage. T F 
33. Saint John disposes of its sewage by 
dispos.al tanks. 
34. The open-drain method of sewag e 
disposal is the most disgusting and 
the most dangerous method . 
35. The cess-pool is the safest method 
of sewag e disposal. 
36. In a septic tank, chemicals are us-ed 
to dispose of the sewage . 
37. Large fast-running rivers make a safe 
·place for sewage disposal. 
38 . ·water when changed to an invis:able 
gas, is a new substance. 
'39. Clouds .are made up of water vapour. 
40. Water usually contains air. 
41. Water usually con tains minerals . 
42. .Air always contains water vapour. 
43 . Water freezes at 0 degrees F.ahrenhei t 
44. Once water is fro ·zen into ice, it 
cann ot get any colder. 
45. Ice, in melting , absorbes heat energy 
without a rise in temperature. 
46. Water caY!_not rise above 212 degrees 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
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Fahrenheit no matter how much heat is 
applied. T F 
47. Water power is dependent upon the 
expansive power of steam. 
48. To float, ;a body must displace its 
ovm weight of water. 
49. The pressure on the faucet at t he 
bottom of a t ank of water is de-
pendent upon the amount of water 
in the tank. 
50. Water is a chemic:a l combination 
of hydrogen and oxygen. 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
Completion.--Directions: In the paragraph below, 
each number_ shows where a word has been left out. Read 
ea ch :par:agraph carefully -and, wherever there is a 
number, decide what word has been left out. Then 
wr ite the missing word in the answer column .at the 
right. 
51. -water may be hard or soft :according 
to the amount of --1-- matter 1. 
dissolved in it. Temporary 
hardness is caused by dissolved 
----
--'2--. Permanent hardness is ::2 . 
----
caused by either --3--or --4--. 3 ·-----
Water that has temporary hardness 4. 
----
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may be softened by --5--, while per- 5. __ _ 
manently hard w.ater may be softened 
by the addition of - -6-- or --7--. 6. 
---
In rura l districts where the 7. 
---
ground water is very hard , people 
usually collect --8-- which is 8. __ _ 
a l ways soft . Soap ·will make .suds 
much easier in --9-- water. 9. __ _ 
Directions: In the par ag r aph belo:w, ea ch numher 
shows where a word has been left out. Find the correct 
word in the column at t he left; then write it in t he 
,answer column at the right. 
5'2 . To have :an artesian well, 
first there must be a layer of --1-- 1. 
---
forces material between t wo layers of 
i mpervious --2 -- material. The --3 -- layer:2. 
---
pressure must a t some pl;ace come to the 3 . 
---
porous --4--where-..,..5-- will sink into .. 4. __ _ 
5. __ _ 
surfa ce it. The --6-- of the water 6. __ _ 
water flowing down through the --7-- 7. 
---
layer --8-- vm ter up the hill. 8 . __ _ 
Completion and simole recall.-- Directions: Write 
the correct word or words on t he lines provided a t the 
right. 
53. The safest device for the disposal of 
e-
sewage from a farm house is --1-- 1. __ _ 
54. We a re dependent upon water for 
our --'2-- tr:ad e • 2. __ _ 
55. Water from oceans , l:.akes and 
rivers g-ets into the a ir by --3--. 3 . __ _ 
56. Contour plmrJing will prevent --4--.4. __ _ 
57. 
58. 
There is only ground water where 
the ea rth is thoroughly --5--. 
The level of the ground water is 
called t he --6--. 
59. The only wells that do not need 
pumps are --7-- wells. 
60 . Water that has seeped through 
the earth a long di stance is 
5. 
---
6 . __ _ 
7. ___ _ 
likely to be --8--. 8 . ____ __ 
61. The force that brings water up 
i nto a lift-pump is --9--. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
To add to · i .ts v11:a t-er supply, 
Saint John .has decided to t:ap 
--10-- water. 
The greatest danger in the case 
of dug wells is the dang-er of 
--11--. 
To increase the speed of 
sedimenta tion or the settling-out 
9 . 
----
10. __ _ 
11. 
---
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process --1'2-- is often us-ed. 1:.2. __ _ 
65. The amount of dissolved --13-- 13. 
---
material ;.accounts for the --14-- 14. 
---
of water. 
66. Soap will make suds ea sily in · 
--15-- vrater . 15. __ 
67. \What mineral dissolved in -water 
will ca use tempora ry hardness? 16. 
---
68. What mineral -will cause permanent 
hardness? 17. 
---
69. Temporary hardness may be 
counteracted by --18--. 18. __ _ 
70. To make permanent hard water soft 
- - 19-- may be used. 19. ___ __ 
71. Where possible, the cheapest 
method of delivering running water 
to :a tovm or city is by the --2 0--
method. 20. 
72. A proper disposal of sewage , both 
in rural and urban communities , 
---
requires large 4uantities of -- '21. ___ __ 
73 . A proper disposa l of sewag e is a 
sa feguard to -- :22 . __ _ 
74. On a fa r m, the poorest way of 
e dispos i ng of sewag e is by the 
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--23-- method. :23 . __ _ 
75. On a fa rm, the best ~way of dis-
pos ing of s~wage is by the 
--24-- method. 24 . 
76. The scum caused by washing soda. in 
hard water is ;a 
77. Large i nland cities usually 
dispose of their sewage by the 
25. 
---
---
use of --26--. ~26. __ _ 
78. "Vfuen heat is a pplied to ice the 
--2 7-- of the ice does not change.27. 
79_. Refrigerators cool food because 
melting ice requires --28--. 28 . 
80. The bubbles in boiling v,rater 
conta in --29--. :29. 
81. Water, when heated, will ris~ in 
temperature only until it --30--. 30. 
82. Water, when changing to ice, has 
great --31--force. 
85. V~lb.en water is chang ing to steam 
it has great --32--power. 
84. The fact that water runs out the 
side of a can with a hole in it 
31. 
32 . 
---
---
---
---
---
---
proves that 't,Y.ater posses=s--33--. 33 . __ _ 
85. The pressure at a ny point i n a 
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li·qui d is proportional to its --34--. 34. 
---
Multiple choice.-- DirBctions: Each of the 
following questions consists of ;a part-stat-ement and 
four possible completions. Choo.se the part that makes 
the most complete true statem~mt .and then circle its 
letter. 
86. We are dependent for our fresh water upon--
a . rain. 
b. lakes. 
c. wells. 
d . rivers. 
87. A knowledg e of the vmter cycle shows us t hat--
a. the .air contains water vapour :all the 
time. 
b. rain is necessary for plant growth. 
c. ground water supplies the water for 
mos t of our r ainfall. 
d. the water table is the ca-q.se of s prings. 
88. Ra in water becomes ground water when it--
a . soaks into the ground . 
b. runs into .a stream or l ake. 
c . sinks to :an i mpervious layer. 
d. seeps into a well. 
89. The v~ter t able--
a . dis a ppea r ·s in dry weather. 
b. is absent in dBserts. 
c. causes wells. 
d. is the level of the ground water. 
90. .A dug or bored well must--
,a . be in wet or soggy ground . 
b. be walled i n with concrete. 
c. have a pump . 
d . be below the water t able. 
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91. An artesi~n well must--
a . be a deep well. 
b. t ap ground water between t wo i mpervious 
layers . 
c. be below the w.ater t able. 
d. have a pump to pump the water to the 
surface. 
92 . The wvater i n an a rtes ia.'! well may rise a bove 
t he wa ter t able--
a . because t he well i s very deep. 
b. beca us e w.ater seeks . its ovm level. 
c. because :a layer of rock ha s been bored 
through . 
d. beca use the well is a long distance from 
the water supply. 
93. Water comes up into a lift pump from the well--
a . because the mechanism of the pump sucks 
it up . 
b. because t he va lves open ,and close. 
c. beca use of a ir pres s ure. 
d. in the same way sap rises i n a tree. 
94. Water comes out the spou t of a lift pump--
a. during the up-stroke of the piston. 
b. when both valves a re closed. 
c. between the strokes . 
d. during the do111. Jl-stroke. 
95. The nat ur al level of the water in a well 
chang es--
a. when too many pails of wa ter have been 
t :aken out. 
b. if the well i:s .poorly constructed. 
c. when ra in wra ter is a llowed to r un i nto 
it. 
d. when the water t able changes. 
96. The 11v.ater ent ers a f orce pump from a well--
a . because of a difference of pressure 
inside and outs ide. 
b. when the pump and 1vell :are perfectly 
:air-tight . 
c. because the pump forces the wat er up 
from the W€11. 
d. because of t he vacuum t ank. 
97. A sta ndpipe, or water tower, i s useful in a 
city water system--
a . because it keep the v.:.a ter fresh . 
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b . so t hat no water pumps will be necessary. 
c. so that the water may go to the hous"es by 
gr avity. 
d . becau se it allows foreign material to . 
settle out. 
98. To have a true gravity w.ater system--
:a . the .automatic water pumps mus t run 
mos t of the time. 
b. the water must come a long dista nce. 
c. more chemicals must be used. 
d. the reservoir must be :above the 
houses. 
99. W:ater is called 11temporary hard1T when--
a. it can be softened. 
b. it contains dissolved mineral m<:.terial. 
c. it can be s oftened by boiling. 
100. N"early all cities--
a . use ground water for their water supply. 
b. use surface water for their water 
supply. 
c. hav9 no need to purify their water. 
d. have poor water systems. 
Key To The Ob jective TPst.--The key to be used in 
t he marking of the objective test items .appears on the 
next three pa ges. I t is :arra nged so t hat t he places for 
t h e responses are spa ced the s ame on the key as on the 
test, thus making it p,os s ible to line up t h s two for 
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easy marking . 
Only the cor rect responses appea r on the key. 
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T ~~ T 
T 
F F 
F T ~----
T T T 
F 
F T 
T T 
F 
F 
T F 
F no T 
no 
F 
yes T 
F yes F 
T yes T 
T no 
no F 
F 
F T 
F 
F 
T 
T 
T F 
F 
T 
T 
T F 
•T 
F 
F 
T F 
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51. 53. septic t ank 1. 
1. mineral 
2 . over-seas 
·2 . ca lcium carbonate 
3 . mc.g . sulphate 'z: evapor a tion . ..... . 
4. ca l. sulphate 4. eros ion 
5. boiling 
5. satura ted 
6. washing sod:a 
6 . water table 
7. borax 
7. artesian 
8. r a in wat er 
9 . soft 8. pure 
9. a ir pressure 
10. ground water 
11. pollu tion 
12 . alum 
13. mineral 
5'2 . 14. · hardness 
1. porous 
15. s oft 
2 . i mpervious 
16. c.a1cium ca rbonate 
3 . porous 
17. cal. or mag . sulphate 
4. surfa ce 
18. boiling 
5. wat er 
19 . borax or washing s oda 
6. pressure 
20. gravity 
7. porous 
21. water 
8 . forces 
·-
:22 . health 
71. 
74. 90. 
23. open dr.a in 
"24. septic t-ank d 
91. 
25. • • -L t preclpt: ua e 
b 
'26. disposa l plants 
92 . 
'27. temperature 
b 
28 . heat 
29. steam 93. 
30. boils c 
31. expa nsive 94. 
# 
32 . expans ive 
95. 
33 . pressure side warp 
3 4. depth d 
96. 
86. a 
a 
97. 
8 7. 
;a c 
98. 
88. 
d 
c 99 . 
c 
89. 
100. 
. d b 
CHAPTER III 
TEACHING l1ND EV ALUATTNG THE UNIT 
The Log 
During the teaching of the unit , a written re-
cord wa s kept of the progress made in the cla ssroom 
from day to day. Not ations rega rding written a nd 
ora l reports, demonstr:c1.tions or experiments ca rried 
out,. posters made, films shovvn, committees formed, 
a ctivities sta rted .and fini .shed, :and other i terns 
indic:ating the progress of the work. 
For example: 
November 23. Pupils 9 and 14 arra n ged for 
and showed the film A-193, The Mysteries 
of Water . The wa ter cycle is depic~ed 
and explained i n this fiLu. Cla s s dis-
cussion followed. Pupils 14, 16, 2 0, 30, 
contrihuted most to the discussion . 
Individual and group work continued. 
Pupils 2 :and 19 sta r:ted to work on 
activity 18. Pupils 15,. 27 and 31 started 
to work on the making of_ a lift pl.1illp to be 
used in :activity 15. 
November 27 . Oral reports were presented by 
pupils 7, 22 , 12 _, and 3 on a ctivities 
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2, 3 6_, and 7 respective_~-~- · A -v ritten report 
on the water cycle was handed in by pupil 23. 
Pupils 19_, and '2 5 volunteered to work on 
.activity 18_, and arrangements were made for 
the necessary field trip. 
November 30. Demonstration for ac tivity 8 was 
presented by the voltmteer committee chosen 
November 2:2 ; pupils 10, 19 and 32 . Class 
discussion fol lowed . Pupils 5 , 14, 15, 16 , 
20 and 21 contributed mos t. Committees 
volunteered and were chosen to prepare the 
demonstrations in a ctivities 24 and 28. For 
-activities 24: pupils 16 and '28; and for 
activity :28: pupils :21 and 23 . 
In conjunction with the log but on separate 
pupil-ca rds , written information was kept rega rding 
observed :pupil-growth. On each pupil-ca rd were re-
corded the teacher's estimate of pupil-performance i n 
ora l reports , discussions , commit tee work, co-opera tion, 
beha vior, a nd the like, as well as the more objective 
estimates obta i ned from tests and. written reports • 
.At the back of the log book, notes were kept of 
.a ctivities tha t ca used greatest difficulty , those that 
were not challenging enough, those tha t were a mb i guous 
or too difficul t for pupils to unders tand, a nO. 
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oth8r observa tions that would :Bad to improv8ment of 
th8 unit for future use. 
The Introductory Perio·a 
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The -ore-test. - - At the very beginning of th8 
i ntroductory phase ;a pr8-test was adminis tered to the 
cTass . The pupi ls were told tha t the t8st ~ms for the 
tea cher's pur poses only; tha t it would not count towards 
their promotion; tha t .a high or low mark would be of no 
:adv,c:mt:c.ge or disadvantage to them i n any way; .and tha t 
it was not expected tha t they would know the correct 
responses to many of the items. 
The main pur pose of giving the pre-tes t was to 
find how much previous knmvledge of the topic pup i ls 
h:ad .acquired :as a class .and :as individua ls. If an 
analysis of the responses to the test items showed that 
a ny phas es of the t opic were alre.ady knmm quite 
thoroughly by :a l l the pupils :1 they could be nassed over 
·qu ickly i n the tea.ching of the uni t:f or not touched 
upon at c.ll. On the other hand:? if t he analys is s howed 
that certain phases vver8 little known:? then s pecial . 
emphas is could be directed towards them. 
The :analysis of the pupil responses in this 
i nstance showed severa l things. S ome of the pupils 
seemed to have .a good knowledge of t h e erosive powers 
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of water, the v-&.lues of dela yed . run-off, and the .ability 
of running water to ca rry s1.1s pended ma ter that would be 
de9osited a s the 1.itrater became ca l m. This is dea lt vd th 
to some extent in the gra de seven :socia l studies course. 
Most of the pupils were aware of the three sta tes of 
v.mter: s olid , li:quid :and gas (This is in the grade 7 
science course) yet a ll of t hem thought the bubbles in 
boiling water were bubbles of a ir. Severa l of the 
vupils, whos e paren ts or rela tives have summer homes 
or cotta ges had quite a good knowledge of such things 
as: the vv.a ter t<:thle, wells, l.~ft pumps, f orce pumps, 
p ollution, and the t hree methods of sewa ge dispos:a.l in 
rura l a reas. Actually , man;>r pupils had a superficia l 
knowledge of a l most a ll phas es of the t op ic. This is 
only natura l since w:ater is so common a nd so useful to 
:a ll. However, a s it tu.rned out, the supt2r ficia l nature 
of the knowledg e vva.s not a h indra nce ; rather it was a n 
incentive to the pupils to get a more complete know-
ledge tha n they had. In .a ny ca s-=, the required .activi-
ties seemed to car r y sufficient challenge a nd interest 
to keep .all the pupils a t wor k without any pr odding by 
the teacher. The more a ble pupils a nd those tha t had 
the grea tes t previous knowledge of the subject found 
the optiona l-and-related activities interesting and 
worth-whil e. Some of the pupi ls , using demonstra tions, 
-e 
-
diagrams, gr aphs :and the lik e,. made fine presenta tions 
of their work to the class. 
A second purpose for giving :a pre-tes t ~~s to 
have :a measure ag.a ins t which a fina l mastery test could 
be placed for t h e purpose of compa rison, to show and 
measure pupi1-progress due to the a ctivities en tered 
i n to dur i ng the l a boratory ph:ase. 
the introduction. The s econd period of the 
teaching-lea rning cycle was used to introduce the unit 
to the pupils. The te:a cher had four ma in purposes in 
mind as this period was prepared for .and carried out. 
(1) He wished to motiva te the pupils; to a rous,e their 
i n terest in such a way tha t they will want to carry out 
the a ctivities to get a more thorough knowledge of the 
top ic. (2 ) He wanted to give the pupils a n over-a ll 
p icture of t he unit and something of the way the 
laboratory period would be carried out. (3 ) By class 
d iscus s ion and by questioning 7 he pl a nned to supplement 
his knowledge gained from the pre-test and the pupil-
records a bout the preparation of the pupils and their 
needs . 
The class had already visited t he Water and 
Sewerag e Depart ment a nd they were quite ready, even 
anxi ous to tell 'Vvha t they saw a nd asked questions 
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abou t what they didn 't see. They wanted to l{now about 
stand pi pes , gravity systems , sewag e disposal , and 
many other things. One boy, whose's f a ther vvas a 
master plumber, showed a good knowledg e of the topic 
in general. From the discussion on city water systems, 
the discuss ion went quite naturally to a considera tion 
of water systems in rural areas . As this l a tter part 
of the discussion got under -way, it was easy to pick 
out the boys :and girls (boys especially) who summered 
in the country. 
The discussions of wa ter and sewerag e, as applied 
to rural a reas, was a natural and appropria te intro-
duction to the film Water : Friend and Enemy vfuich was 
shovm. The film dea ls largely with the uses and 
misuses of water in f arming communi ties. This t welve-
minute film was mos t i nteresting and useful as an 
introduction to t h e unit. 
The Laborator-Y .. Phase 
Time 1vas not found during the introduction of 
the unit to exp1;ain to the pupils how the l aboratory 
phase was to be carried on, so ten minutes of the 
first class-period of the labor.a tory phas e was used 
for this purpose. It was done partly by an oral 
expl ana tion a nd partly by a mimeogr aphed sheet attanhed 
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1/ 
to the pupil's study~and-£ctivity guide. 
The labora tory phase is a ctua lly the work pe r iod 
for the pupils. The study guide directs their 
attention to problems to be solved a nd to t he reference 
books where information dea ling with the problems may 
be found. The pupils may a tta ch the problems i n any 
order they wish a nd, under the tea cher's guida nce., may 
carry out certa in .activities in groups. Furthermor e, 
if :a pupil can demonstrate to the teach er t hat he 
:a. lre.ady has :a correct and complete solution of .any 
p roblem, he need not do a ny more work on it. 
The mas tery of t he unit by the individual pupils 
i s t he main pur pose of the l a b ora tory phase and, ;as is 
indica ted above, this is .accomplished t hrough the 
s 0Iution of problems which have been set forth a s 
a ctivities in the study guide. In this unit, the 
pupils read references_, coll ected information, :and 
perfor med expe r i ments to :arrive at solutions of the 
problems . They worked individually mos t of the time 
but for some problems, especially where experiments 
1Nere necessa ry, they worked in smal l groups . For 
the most part the teacher gave his a ttention to 
ind ividuals :and s mall groups ; but in connection with 
!/See a ppendix A for a copy of the Study-and -:-Activity 
guide. 
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certain a ctivities he found it expedient to treat the 
whole class as a group_! 86metii::aes this was ·done through 
a hit of formal t€aching, :sometimes he directed a class 
discussion, and .at other times the class gave attention 
to a demonstra tion, or an oral report presented by an 
individual pupil or a small group • 
.Although the mas tery of th€ unit was the main 
purpose of the labora tory phase,. other minor purposes 
were kept in mind. The.se minor purposes were con-
s idered by the teacher~ when the 1.mi t was made up and 
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were ·V~rri tten into it as Probable Indirect and Incidental 
11 
Learning Products. The tea cher 1cept a record of the 
:a:;-r9arent i mprovement in pupil-cooperation and helpfulness 
in group work; of the improved skill i n the use of re-
ference material; and of the other attitudes and skills 
incidental to the mas tery of the unit. 
During the labora tory phase it was not uncommon 
for the teacher to use capable pupils to help individual 
punils or groups of pupils with references .and ex-
p eriments . And about half the class found time to 
complete one or more of the optional-and-rel:ated 
:activities. 
USee pag·es 31 :and 32 for the Probable Ind irect and 
Incident a l I,earning Products. 
Pooling-of Experiences Phase 
I n this unit much of the pooling-and sharing-of 
ex~ eriences took place during the labora tory phase. 
Most of the demonstra tions had to be carried out by 
the tea cher or capable pupils for the -v hole cla ss, so 
it was quite appropria te and almost necessary to carry 
on a class discussion at the time. It seemed wise 
also to have some or a l reports and posters pres-ented 
to the class during the labor,a tory phase. However, 
since demons trations, class discussions, and a few 
or.al reports did not bring out all .asnects of the 
unit, three periods were set .aside for a pooling-
of-experience phase. 
A committee of pupils, working with the tea cher, 
prepared a kind of program or :agenda so that no ph..ase 
of the work, not already reported upon, would be left 
out, :and so t hat the proceedings would be c:arried out 
i n :a planned, business -like manner. 
During the first t wo periods of this phase ora l 
reports were presented, demonstra tions from the 
o ption:al-:and related activities were ca rried out and 
explained, :and cl;ass discussions on pre-arranged 
t opics were had either by selected pupils or by the __ _ 
teacher. On the last day the teacher surnmari zed 
the work of t he unit. He gave the pupils a chance 
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to ask qu<;; s tions and triee to c l~:c.r up points t ha t 
:anpear<;;d fr om his obs<;;rvations dur i ng the ea rlier 
phases t o h2.ve been overlooked or inadequately tre.ated. 
Estimating- Ed uc.a t i ve-Gro:vvth Phas e 
Sub jectivel y. -- Throughout t he lab oratory phase 
the tea cher was collecting data tha t would be a b.asis 
for h is subjective es timate of pupil-growth. Whenever 
:an or:al report was del ivered or written work handed in , 
i t was judged by the teacher a nd a rec or d kep t on the 
pupi l -cards . Pupils who volunteered for demonstrations , 
chalkboard di.agram:s , posters , .and t h e like, got credit 
f or s o doing. Not e was made of pupils who took .a lead 
in group wor k , of thos~ who us~d reference w~terial 
mos t :advantageously, :and of those who were the most 
helpful :and co-opera tive. During class or group dis -
cuss i ons t h e teacher wa·s con tinua lly putting dmvn 
check marks bes i de the names of those t aking part, :and 
credit w.as given to those making the grea tes t con-
tribution . In short, the t eEtche r tried to give credit 
'V':here credit v,ras due, in a ll phases of the work , :and 
he ken t a written re cord of pupil-effort so tha t he ~ - -
would not have to rely upon his memory when t he time 
c.ame for arriving a t the fina l es timate of rela tive 
gr owth for t h e unit (table 9). 
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~and 2 0 summered in the country, .and both 't"Jere :A pupils 
in science in gr ade 8. Pupil number 1, who made the 
lowest score had -an intelligence ,quoti<3nt of 82. 
So that the marks made on the pre-test and those 
made on the final-test could be compared easily to se<3 
how much :apparent pupil-growth took place due to the 
work of the unit, the t wo :s<Bts of marks were put _side 
by :side and the gain opposite them. (ta_ble 6). 
This table indicP.te:s fair to good pupil-grovvth 
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Ta ble 5 Scores on Final-Test 
Pupils Fina l-Tes t Pupils Final-Tes t 
Scores Scores 
(1) (2 ) (3 ) (4) 
1 5 8 18 67 
'2 6 9 19 92 
3 '79 .20 110 
.1. 73 '21 90 
5 88 22 78 
6 74 23 68 
7 84 24 77 
8 88 2 5 87 
a 7 3 26 80 v 
10 93 27 89 
11 8:2 '28 74 
1 2 80 2 9 82 
13 86 30 96 
14 105 3 1 92 
15 114 3'2 85 
16 10'2 
17 84, 
Summary of Above 
Hi ghest S core 114 
_L_owes t Score 58 
Rang e 56 
Med i a n 84 
in a l l -i ns t ances. Pupil 1, with a gain of 18 marks , 
showed the leas t improvement . Other pupils with 
compc..ratively low i n telligence-<q_uotients showed 
relatively low gains . HowevBr , on the :average, th€ 
ga i ns made were quite credi t:able. Pupil 20, 'VI.rho came 
S€Cond to pupil 15 i n the final-test made the highest 
g.ai n . This i s understa nda ble i n view of the fact that 
pupil 15 made so high a mark on the pre-togst. 
Ta bl'9 6 
Pre-
Pupil Test 
'Score 
(1) ('2 ) 
1 '39 
2 36 
3 50 
4 40 
5 46 
6 40 
7 42 
8 44 
9 3,.... 0 
10 54 
11 45 
12 41 
13 47 
14 60 
15 66 
16 63 
Comparison of Pre-Tes t 
And Final Test 'ScorBs 
Final-
- -
Pre-
Test GB_in Pupil Test 
Score Score 
(3 ) (4) i' (5) (6 ) 
i 
,, 
58 19 /• 17 56 ,, 
69 33 i' 18 3 5 
' 
79 29 19 53 
73 -33 20 58 
88 42 21 51 
74 34 "22 44 
84 42 :23 40 
88 44 '24 48 
73 40 ~25 48 
93 39 -2 6 4 2 
82 ,37 -27 56 
80 39 28 38 
86 39 '29 43 
105 45 30 54 
114 48 -31 59 -~ 
102 39 32 45 
In ordBr to grade or r ank pupils 
Final-
Test Gain 
Score 
(7) (8) 
84 28 
67 32 
92 '39 
110 52 
90 39 
78 34 
68 28 
77 '29 
87 39 
80 3 8 
89 33 
74 36 
82 :39 
96 42 
92 40 
85 40 
in a class, as 
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well 
:as for the purpose of guidance, it is necessary to know 
more t han :a m1pi1 1 s .ac tWl growth. 
It is i mport.ant to know the pupil's rel-ativB growth . 
'fha t is,.how his a tt:ainment compar~s with tha t of other 
pupils in the class :and 'Hi th the class :as :a whole. It 
i s quite common to :arrange th~ pupils in rel.ativ~­
growth groups, usually five. For this purpos~ the 
scores of the pupils were t reated stE..tistically. The 
:arithmetic me,an of the tota l scores was c.alculated to 
show the .averag '3 grovJth of the class , a nd then the 
s t a ncLar d devia tion was arr ived ,a t a s :a measure of 
spread of pupils growth abov~ and below the average 
growth or mean (table 7). 
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T.able 7 Calcula tion of the Mea n and 
:St anda rd Deria tion, Finc.l;-Test 
Step Fre- Frequency-
. I ntervals Ta llies .quenc ies Devia tions Deviations 
of five f d f X d 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) 
11'2-116 l 1 6 6 
107-111 1 1 5 5 
1 0 2-106 11 2 lt 8 
97-101 0 3 0 
9'2-96 1111 4 '2 8 
87-91 _:t:-l-1 5 1 5 
82-86 "f:-H,J, 1 6 o · 0 
77-81 HJ:..l 5 -1 - 5 
72 -76 1111 4 - 2 -8 
67-71 111 :o 'Z - o -9 
6'2-66 0 -4 0 
57-61 1 1 -5 -5 
Tot :c.1s 32 f5 
Mean- M + fl. d L - 5 x 5 t 84 - .787 t 84 
:a N - 3'2 
- 84. 787 or 85 
'Standard Deviation =L·~~/~ ;~_2 
·;~ N 
/'--
86 
<) 
. 1..:.~ 
fd 
dxfd 
9 ( 6 ) 
36 
'25 
3'2 
0 
16 
5 
0 
5 
16 
27 
0 
2 5 
1 87 
(_§___}2 
(32) - 5 /{"' 5.843 8 - .024-4 = 
/ - -· -·--·-
5;/;: 5 . 8194- 5 x 2 .41- 1-2 .05 or 1 2 
56 
Graphic Representa tion of Relative Growth 
on Final-Test 
,------ - ...... 
·-·- ___ _ ! ~ ~ : ~~L 
q /> .... ,.;~:, I 
·: I '' i ' I 
' . 
2 pv.pi I~ 
,. . [;li. l, 
i • • I I 
-~ ov.p' ~ ~ 
' I J . ,I 
! 
Actua l distribution on pupil growth in bla ck 
Norma l distribution in red. 
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6'?k?s 103[04 115 
Relative-grovnh Sca le 
87 
88 
Although the pre-test -was g iv~m primarily for 
diagnostic purposes, the scores were tre.ated sta.tis-
tical ly to see if any glaring inconsist:ancie:s c:ame 
to light (t-ab le 8). 
T:able 8 
~tep 
Calculation of Mean and 
St andard l;:)eviatio~, Pre-Test 
Fre- Frequency- f d 
2 
Intervals Tallies 
of Three 
,.quenc ie.s Deriations Deriations 
f d -fd dxfd 
65 -67 1 1 7 7 49 
6 2-64 1 1 6 6 36 
59-61 1 l 5 5 "25 
56-58 Ill 3 - 4 l2 48 
53 -55 111 3 3 9 27 
50-5'2 Ill 3 '2 6 1"2 
47-49 111 3 1 3 3 
44-46 ~ll. 5 0 0 0 
41-43 1111 4 -1 -4 4 
38-40 -r-::t-1~}., 5 - .2 -10 ':20 
'35-3 7 11 :2 -3 - 6 18 
:3'2 - :34 1 1 -4 - 4 16 
Totals :3'2 3 2 '24 2 58 
Mean - M + ; fd {. - 45 -t '24 X 3 - 45f 2 ."25 - 47.25 or 47 
- 32 - -a N 
r · ·2 
~ 3r'2~~--~ St:and.ard Deria tion =?/'/ i fd - (24)2 -- ~"32) -- N 
-
3'2 
r--·--· --·- - --- -·· .. -- . - I ,,_----
- 3 ( 8 .06'25- .56 25- 3 1' 7.5 - 3x2.74 = 8 . 22 or 8 
1 -
28 
Graphic Representa tion of Rela tive Growth 
on Pre-Test 
: __ ,.I , ; r .·,~ 
7 p-vvf;;.£16 
Actua l distribution of pupil growt h in black 
Normal distribution i n red. 
47 
5]52 
Relative-growth Scale 
89 
67 
The fina l estimate or ' relative growth. - - The 
fina l estimate of relative growth of the pupils was 
based upon all the d a t a collected by the tea cher 
during the tea ching-learning cycle. Some of the da t a 
w,as .arr ived at objectively and some s ubjectively. 
Data from the results of the fin a l-test were :arrived 
:a t objectively. Written reports, ora l report.s, and 
diag r ams or posters were scored a s objectively .a s 
poss ible. .Judgments of performance a n d behavior, 
of necessity, were lar gely subjective • .All the 
recorded data wc.s brought t og ether in a t ·o.b le 
(Tab le 9) before the fin..al •3stima te 1Na s made . 
In this t a ble, column t wo conta i ns the rela tive-
g rowth group of ea ch pupi l :as ob~ained from the 
sta tistica l trea tment of the final-test scores . 
Columns three, four, :an d fiv e conta i n i nformation 
a rrived a t from previous examina tion of written 
r e ports, orc.l reports and demonst rat ions, .a nd pesters. 
Column six g ives a n indica tion of the beha vior .and 
p erformance of each pupil. 
The marks in columns three to six were 
a rrived :at :as follows: .a pup i l who did satisfa ctory 
''!Ork wa'S g iven .a check mar k , unsa t isfc,ctory a mi nus , 
:and better tha n averc:tg e a plus s i gn. Written rep orts_, 
oral reports, and posters were not compulsory for all 
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pupils , so vacant spaces occur. 
I n the las t column is a l etter for each pupil 
representing the final es timate of the tea cher. 
Letter A for :a pupil mea ns that, a ccor ding to all 
the evidence a vai l able , the teacher thinks tha t 
that pupil r_a.nks i n the top 7 per c~:?nt of the class . 
B i s :ass i gned to pupi l s i n t he next low~:?r '24 per-
cent ; :and D to the lowes t 7 per "cent of the class . 
The final letter grades were not a rrived .a t 
ma t h ema tic:ally. It was done this way: The letter 
gr .ades in column one,. t hat had been obt:a ined 
from t he final-test were used as :a bas is, and the 
final letter grade was higher, lower,. or the same 
according to the further evidence of grmvth re-
pr esented by the marks in the other columns. 
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T:able 9 Es tima ting the Final 
Rela tive Growth Group for each Pupil 
Relative 
Pupi l - . -Growth Written Ora l Posters Behav ior Final 
G- r oup Based Reports Report s or .and Est i-
on Fi nal- or Di ag r ams Perform. mate 
Test Demonst. 
(1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) 9 ( 6 ) ·-rr)--
1 E E 
2 D D 
3 D --" / c 
4 n · v' D 
5 c -+ .... v B 
6 D !.- D 
7 c c 
8 c c 
9 D v : D 
10 B ~ B 
11 c c 
1'2 c c 
10 c ., . ~ B 
14 A A 
15 A v t ../. --~ A 
16 B ·I .... A 
17 c v c 
18 E (.... ~ ~ D 
19 B L c 
'2 0 A 1/ -f ~ A. l/ 
-21 c 
_ , 
~ B 
'22 D .., c 
'23 D D 
24 D L- D 
25 c f B 
•26 c I c 
27 c /,./ c 
28 D .. ....... D 
29 c v · v c 
5 0 B 7r "( i A 
3 1 B 7 
-· 
)....-• B 
32 c c 
Pupi l 's I nqui r y For m 
I n order to ge t t he r ea ction of t he pupi ls t o the 
worlc of the unit, a short inqui r y form of six ques tions 
was made up (ta ble 5) and duplica t ed . The pupi ls were 
;asked to fill it i n a ft er a l l other work of t he un i t 
w:as completed . 
Table 5 Pup i l ' s I nqui ry Form 
.Answe r t he f ollowi ng ques tions for t he unit on 
wat er . M:ake your a nswers short, but, i f t here i s not 
enough space on t he dott ed l i nes , use t he back of the 
paper . Do not s i gn your name. 
1 . l.I!Jha t did you find mos t i n t eres ting about t h i s unit ? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 . What did you find l eas t i n t eresti ng? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
3 . \Nhi ch .activit i e s helped you most t o under s tand 
about wat er ? 
.........................................•..••....••..• · 
4 . Which acti v i t i es he lped you l east? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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5 . Have you .any sugg estions fo r the i mprov emen t of th i s 
unit f or f uture classes? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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6 . H:avs you any furthsr comm~::mts you would like to 
make? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
An exami nation of the pupi l -responses obtained 
from the pupil's i nqui ry f orm showed enough s i milarity 
of r eaction to make it possible to surrilllar i ze and 
t a bulate the replies (table 6). 
Table 6 Summary of Pupil-Responses 
to Inquiry Form 
Question Summary of Response 
(1 ) 2 ) 
1. What was most 
interesting? 
'2 • ~vuha t 'was 1 east 
interesting ? 
3. lNhich a ctivities 
hel ped you most? 
4 . 1'Vhich :a ctivities 
helped least? 
5 . ·Sugg est i ons f or 
improving the unit. 
Demonstrations, experiments, and 
d i agrams liver e considered by the 
majority to be most int eresting . 
Many stated tha t it we s .all i n -
teresting but, of those who 
answered the rquestion directly 
the problems on hard .and soft 
water were mentioned most 
frequently. 
The a ctivities :about t he water 
cycle, wells, pumps , and the 
disposal of sewage helped most. 
_All were helpful. Activities 
a bout hard :and soft water help-ed 
least. 
HavB more timB. Rave more ex-
peri ments. No change. 
6. Further comments Very interes ting unit. Ha ve 
similar units on a ll topics 
in general science. 
The pu pil-rea ction, .as determined by the inquiry 
form, was very gra tifying to the teacher. He w:a s 
:alr~ady convinced of the va lue of the unit method of 
org:aniza tion and pres~mtation of subject matter, but 
such sta tements from pu pils as, "Thi.s is the most 
interes ting thing I have ever done in school,u and 
nr have found science difficult, but this unit has 
been very interesting , 11 have encouraged him to put 
forth a special effort to prepare as many units :as 
pos s ible. 
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APPENDIX A 
Pupil's Study~and-Activity Guide 
PupiYs~ Study-and-Activity Guide 
The following individual and group activities are to 
be entered into by all pupils. The activities are problems 
to be solved, questions to be answered, or diagrams to be 
drawn, labeled, and explained. To solve most of the problems 
you must do three things. 
. 1. You must find in your text or reference books 
(preferably from more than one book) sections that deal with 
the subject matter covered by the problem. 
2. Read the references carefully to get a good and 
complete solution of your problem. Use enough references to 
be sure all phases of the problem are covered. 
). Make notes as you read so that you will have the 
information at hand for class discussion, written reports, 
or oral presentation. 
In some of the activities , references are indicated by 
numbers in parenthesis, thus ~ (8:77-82). This means the problem 
is dealt with on pages 77 to 82 of the 8th reference book 
listed on the last page of this guide , namely 5 Science for 
Modern Use written by Ralph K. Walkins and Winnifred Perry. 
For problems with no references indicated9 you should use the 
tables of contents and indexes of the reference books to find 
the information you need. 
Although the activities are numbered, they may be 
worked in any order you wish, with this one exception. 
questions with demonstrations in them must be done as class 
projects. The demonstrations will be done by the teacher cr 
by pupils chosen by him, and · the rest of the -class will 
watCh the demonstration, take part in class discussion, and 
then carry out the activities mentioned. 
_Other acti~ities related · to this topicg water, are set 
forth on index cards on the teacher 9s desk. -They are not 
required, but some of you might be interested in doing 
additional projects to round out' your knowledge of the subject. 
You must get - the teacher's consent to do these optional a:nd 
related activities. 
Your teacher hopes you will find this unit ·worth-while 
and interesting. Give it your best effort. 
? 
Individual and Group Activities 
1. Take your list of uses of water and see if you can 
divide them among the following~ (1) uses by individuals~ 
(2) household uses~ (3) industrial uses, (4) community uses, 
and (5) uses from a national standpoint. (6:113-115; 7:167) 
2. Do you know what is meant by the water cycle? Does 
the water cycle have anything to do with the fact that we, 
in Saint John~ have about the same total rainfall from year 
~o year? Could you make a diagram that would explain the 
water cycle<? 
3. What really takes place when the cold-water pipes 
nsweat 11 ? Why, then, is 1'sweati'i not a good word for this '? 
(8~125-1299 DZ109) 
4. Can you point out on the school playground, •r near 
your own home, examples of damage done by water that runs off 
during or just after a storm? Be ready to report to the class. 
5. Give at least one instance of great damage done 
because of excessive run-off water. 
Can you find other ways that water can be destructive? 
List as many ways as you can. 
6. Intervale land along the Saint John river is better 
farming land than that on the hillsides. Why is this? Can you 
find proof for your answer'? Are there any methods the farmers 
are advised to use to help to keep the hillsides from getting 
less fertile? 
7. Do you know that forests have a great effect on water 
run-off? What are some of these effects·? 
8. Demonstration~ Cover one end of a glass tube with 
cheeE>?-cloth and put it, cheese-cloth end down, into a large glas.s 
tank. Fill the glass taru~ nearly full of coarse sand, fine sand, 
and loam 9 putting the coarse sand at the bottom, a layer of 
fine sand next, and loam at ~he top. Keep the glass tube near 
the side of the glass tank, so that one can see into the glass 
tube from the outside. Now, at some distance from the glass 
tube 9 pour a quantity of water into the tank slowly. 
a. Make a diagram of this experiment and indicate where 
the ground-water is. Indicate also where the water-table is. 
b. After some time the soil at the top of the tank 
became quite damp, even where the water was not poured into 
it. Is this dampness called ground-water? How did it get up 
into the top soil? Of what value is this dampness? 
c. How did the water get into the glass tube? How high did 
it rise'? In what way is this glass tube like a well? 
9. Is it true that wells tap under-ground streams or bodies 
0~ water? How does water get into wells? Since the ground is 
always wet nearly to the surface, why doesn't any hole in the 
ground become a well? What is ground-water? Why is the water-
table near the surface in some places and deep in the ground in 
others? (5:351-352; 7:141-144; e~l33-138J 3:10-12; 10:101) 
10. In what ways are lakes and rivers dependent upon ground-
water and the water-table? (3:17; 5t352; 10:101) 
11. How do you account for an oasis in a desert? 
12. Suppose you live on a farm and you want to have a well 
dug. Vfuat conditions would have to be taken into considera tion 
regarding the location of the well? How deep must the well be dug? 
How would the well be constructed and covered? 
What considerations would be the same if a bored well 
were to be constructed? What conditions would be different? 
(7:148-151; 5:353-362; ~ilm A-256 Water- Friend and Enemy) 
13. Some people think that any deep bored well is an artesian 
well. Find out if this is correct. If you find it to be correct 9 give proo~. If you find it to be incorrect, be prepared to explain 
what an artesian well really is and how it is formedn Make a 
diagram to show how the water gets into it. (3:11·-12; 1:30; 10:102) 
14. Demonstration: Use a glass model li~t-pump to pump water 
out o~ the well constructed in the first demonstration (Activity 8)., 
a. Which stroke of the piston opened the intake valve eac.h 
time? What stroke closed it? What made it close? 
b. Wb.ich stroke opened the valve i.n the piston? What made it 
open? What stroke closed this valve? V~at closed it? 
c. On which stroke did the water come out the sp~ut? Does 
this have anything to do with the name o~ the pump? 
d. What made the water go up from the well into t::t.e pump? 
(5:356-358; 3~26; 1~14) 
15. A/simple force pump is very similar to a lift pu~p. Does 
the water come up into the force pump on the same principle as in 
the li£t pump? Co1ud you9 with the aid of a diagram, explain the . 
reasons ~or the different arr~:m.gement o~ the valves in each case? 
(5:358; 3:26) 
16. If you lived on a farm, where would you have a force pump 
located? For what purposes? Whare would a lift pump serve you well 
enough? 
17. What conditions in rural places make it necessary for 
country homes to use ground-water .for their w&ter supply? Get as 
many conditi~ns as you can. 
Why is it necessary ~or cities to use surfe.cc water for 
their supply? 
18. How does West Saint John get its water supply? 
~nat function is performed by the standpipe on Lancaster Avenue? 
How do9s the water get into the standpipe? What makes the water 
pressure greater on King Street than on Lancaster Avenue? Can 
you find in any of the reference books 9 water systems similar t :o J 
the West Saint JolLU system? 
19. Report on the method of getting an adequate water supply 
used by at least one large city in Canada or in the United States. 
20. Where does the centr~l part of Saint John get its water 
supply? Why are there no standpipes in that part of the city? 
21. If you were living on a farm, which of the following 
methods of disposing of sewage would you prefer: open-drain, 
cesspool~ or septic tank? Give arguments to defend your choice. (7:154-156; 9~172-1755 1~27-28; 3=35; 5~361-362) 
22. Study six methods of purifying water. After doing this, 
choose the method or methods that would be best for eliminating 
each of the following impurities from water: sand, mud, decayed 
material, bad odors 3 salt, and verry muddy water that you know 
to be contaminated. (5~353-366; 1~32; 3;18-24) 
23. On a camping trip, how would you make water you were not 
sure of, safe to drink? 
24. Demonstration~ Make some permanently hard water by adding 
calcium sulphate to distilled water and partly fill four test-
tubes with it. Add soap solution~ drop by drop~ to one test-tube, 
then shake it to see if suds will form. Add a pinch of borax to 
the second tube, a pinch of washing soda to the third, and a few 
drops of household ammonia to the fourth tube. Now add soap solution 
to the last three tubes and shake each. 
a .. V\lhy did suds not appear in the first test-tube? 
b. vVhat effect had the borax, washing soda, and ammonia have 
on the water. 
c. What makes a scum form on the surface of hard water when 
soap or washing powders are used? 
de In moderately hard water, if enough soap is used, the 
soap will do the wo~k of the above chemicals. Why i9 this? 
(5:354,367-368; 1:25-26; 2:23,324) 
I 
25 .. What is meant by safe disposal of ' sewage? · ~ Give reasons 
why safe disposal of sewage in a city is much more bt a problem 
than it is in the country. What important part does water take in 
sewage disposal? How does Saint John dispose of its sewage? What 
conditions make it safe? 
26. Can you find out what methods of sewage disposal are used 
in the rural areas near Saint John~ or elsSwhere? . Whidh df these 
methods are not safe? What conditions make them un-safe? 
Which of the methods are safe? · What conditions make them safe? 
How is the objectiona~le ,,s.olid, sewage material got rid of safely 
in a septic tank? (3:29-35; 1:27-2b; 5:362-363; 2:37) 
28. Demonstration~ Put a lighted alcohol lamp under a beaker 
of ice and water. Have a thermometer in the mixture and take 
temperature readings every two minut~s .. Place the readings on the 
chalk-board. 
a. When did the temperature of the mixture definitely begin 
to rise? 
b. What became of the heat energy until that time? 
c. What application does this have in refrigeration? 
d. How long did the temperature rise? 
e. What became of the heat energy after the water began to boil? 
f. What became of the water that boiled away? 
g. What is in the bubbles of boiling water? 
h. Make a graph to show the changes in temperature during the 
whole experiment. 
29. Will putting a hotter fire under vegetables that are 
already boiling make them cook faster? Explain your answer. 
30 .. There are many instances proving that water expands as it 
changes to ice.. How many such instances can you think of or find? 
Can you give or show proof that this expansive power is very great? 
31. Could you explain to the class the principle upon which 
the steam engine depends for its power? 
32. Demonstration: Get two tin cans~ one of small diameter 
and one larger. Put a small hole in the side of each can near the 
bottom. Make the holes the same siz~ and the same distance from 
the bottom in each case. While the holes are plugged~ pour an 
even pint of water into each can. Uncork the hole~ at the same 
time. 
a .. Does this experiment prove that water presses sideways 
as well as downward? 
b. Upon what is the pressure at any point near the bottom 
dependent? Boston Urd ..,.,rs tty 
Scl!Qr>j ,...r· ;,:. ·' ·' ..t :.-.o 
33. Demonstraiion: In a tall tin can p~ch a series of small 
holes, equally spaced and extending from near the bottom to near 
the top. Plug the holes and fill the can with water. Uncork all the 
holes at the same time. This may be done by strings being attached 
to each cork. 
a. Where is the pressure the greatest? 
b. Where is the pressure the least? 
c. How great does the pressure in the centre seem to be, 
in comparison to the top and bottom? 
d. To what is the pressure in a liquid proportional? 
(1~34-36; 2:30-33; 5:369-371) 
34. How may the power of falling water be changed to mechanical 
power? How may it be changed to electric power? (7:160~166; 8:144; 
9:167-168) 
35. How is the pressure at the bottom of a tank of water 
calculated? How is the pressure per unit calculated with respect 
to any head of water? (1:34-36) 
' ' 
'•, . 
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APPENDIX B 
Reference Books for Pupils 
REFERENCE BOOKS FOR PUPILS 
1. Scienoe Experiences 
2. Elementary General Science 
3. Water Supply 
4. Water 
5. Everyday Problems in Science 
6. Understanding .Science 
7. Scienoe for Human. Control 
8. Science for Daily Use 
9. Science 
10. Seience and You 
11. Living with Science 
12. Our Surroundings 
13. Our Environment: How We Use and C~ntrol It 
14. Our Environment: How We Adapt Ourselves to It 
15. Our Environment: Its Relation to Us 
16. General Science 
17. General Science for Today 
18. BritalLnica Junior Vol.l2 
19. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia Vol. 15 
, ..• 
APPENDIX C 
I 
Objectiv~ Test 
I 
I 
I 
I 
GENERAL SCIENCE GRADE IX 
1:T:U:§-False. -- Directions: Read each statement carefully. If you 
think the statement is true~ circle th~ Tat the end of the statement. 
If you think it is false, circle the F:. If any part of a statement is 
false, it is all false. 1 
1. If the water supply were cut off! in the New Albert school, the 
school would have to be shut down. T F 
2. There is no su.bsti tute for water ; 
3. Water does not have destructive power. 
4 Rain is the source of all fresh water. 
• I 
5. On a clear sunny day there is no ;water vapour in the air. 
I 
I 6. The water cycle is an endless pr?cess .. o:fi evaporation and 
condensation. I 
I 
I 7. D1·::: t particles in the air play an important part in the 
watc~ cycle. : 
I 
8. It is not safe to drink river water because the rain water 
in it is not pure. i 
I 
i 
9. When it rains)~ all the water eve:htually soaks in'lo the 
ground. ' 
10. Lake3 depend upon the run-off water to keep the~ from 
drying UPo i 
I 
ll ~ Surface water is responsible for l the building of deltas. 
I 
I 12. e~rface water has great erosive power. 
I 
13~ Grouild water is so deep that it does not come to the 
I 
surface. 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
14. To live)pl ants must have their r 9ots below the water table. T F 
15 .. There is a water table everywher~, even in a desert. 
16. The water table at any given pla¢e does not vary more 
than a few feet from season to season. 
! 
17o Fo~ests cause a delayed run-off ~d thus help to pre-
vent floods., 
18 " Dug wells that change their leve::j.s very much from day 
t o .~ lV are not safe : 
.I i 
19. A good defi.n:t tton of an artesion well would be: a very 
deep bored well. 
20 , Artesion wells do ::1ot need pumps .to bring the water to 
surface 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
l b 
i 
21. Air pressure is the force that btings the water up into 
a lift purJp. i 
22. Most country homes must get theit water supply from 
lakes and strealTis. 
i 
23. Surface water is the source of t~e water suppl~ of most 
citiesa i 
24. Large cities use so much water t~at it is not possible 
to bring it long distances. ! 
I 
i 
25. Yc.1 can never be sure that dug ot bored wells are free 
frcm t he danger of pollution. 
' 26. Would each of the .following methods alone make water 
perfectly safe to drink? Circle the correct response. 
aeration 
settling-out 
.distillation 
addition o.f chlorine ! 
boiling 
.filtering 
addition of alum 
I 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
27. A city's wat8r supply must be softened to be usabie T F 
28. Soft wate1~ ts usually better than hard water .for drinking. T F 
29. TGinpcr~~T.y hard vmter may be made soft by boiling. T F 
)0. In a city water sys tem, if a stand pipe is used, pumps 
are not us ed. T F 
)l. r e:rmanently hard water cannot be softened. T F 
)2. Much ~.. : .:." our water supply is used .for no other purpose 
than to ca::·ry away sewage. T F 
)). Saint John disposes of its sewage by disposal tanks. T F 
)4. Tl1.~ open-drain method of sewage disposal is the most 
disgusting and the most dangerous method. T F 
35,. The cess·-pool is the safest method of sewage disposal. 
)6. In aseptt c tank 9 ch8micals are used to pispose of the 
sewage 
T F 
T F 
• 37· Large fas t~·running rivers make a safe place for sewage disposal. 
38. Water when changed to an invisable gas, is a new 
substance. 
39· Clouds are made mp of water vapour. 
4o. Water usually contains air. 
41. Water usually contains minerals. 
42. Air always contains water vapour. 
43. Water freezes at 0 degrees Fahrenheit 
44. Once water is frozen into ice, it cannot get any eolder. 
45. Ice, in melting, absorbes heat energy without a rise in 
temperature. 
46. Water cannot rise above 212 degrees Fahrenheit no matter 
how much heat is applied. 
47. Water power is dependent upon the expansive power of 
steam .. 
48. To float, a body must displace its own weight of water. 
49. The r ~:: G s sure on the faucet at the bottom of a tank of 
water is dependent upon the amount of water in the tank. 
50. Water is a chemical combination of hydrogen and oxygen. 
T F 
T F 
T J' 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T 1" 
T F 
T F 
T I' 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
Completion.-- Directions~ In the paragraph below, each number 
shows where a word has been left out. Read each paragraph carefully 
and, wherever there is a number, decide what word has been left out. 
Then write the missing word in the answer column at the right. 
51. Water may be hard or soft according to the 
amount of --1-- matter dissolved in it. Temporary 1. 
------
hardness is caused by dissolved --2--. Permanent 2. 
------
hardness is caused by either --3-- or --4--. 3. 
------
Water that has temporary hardness may be softened 4. __________ _ 
by ..,.-,5 .... ,~,, Whil e pGrmanently hard Water may be 5. 
------
softened by the addition of --6-- or --7--. 6. 
-------
In rural districts where the ground water is .very 7. 
------
hard, people usually collect --8-- which is always 8.~--------
soft. Soap will make .suds much easier in --9-- 9. 
------water. 
Dj ~ections: In the paragraph below, each number shows where a 
word hac: been left outo Find the correct word in the column at the· 
left; then w~ite it in the a~swer column at the right. 
52. 
first 
forces 
To have an artesion well, there must be 
a layer of --1-- material between two 
layers of --2-~ material. The --3-- layer 
impervious must at some place come to the --4--
pressure 
porous 
surface 
water 
where --5-- will sink into it. The 
--6-- of the water flowing down through 
the --7~- layer --8-- water up the hill. 
1. _____ _ 
2. 
------;. ____ _ 
4. 
-------
5. ____ _ 
6. ____ _ 
7. ____ _ 
8. ____ _ 
Completion and simple recall.-- Directions2 Write the 
correct word or words on the lines provided at the right. 
53. The safest device for the disposal of sewage from a farm 
house is --1-- 1. __________ _ 
54. We are dependent upon water for our --2-- trade. 2. __________ _ 
55· Water from oceans,lakes and rivers gets into the 
air by --3--. 3. ____ _ 
56. Contour plowing will prevent --4--. 4. ______ _ 
57· There is only ground water where the earth is 
thoroughly --5--. 5. _______ __ 
58. The level of the ground water is called the --6--. 6. ________ __ 
59· The cnly wells that do not need pumps are --7--wells.7. ____ _ 
60. Water that has seeped through the earth a long 
distance is likely to be --e--. 8. __________ _ 
61. The force that brings water up into a lift-pump is-- 9 
------
62. To add to their water supply, Saint John ha~ 
decided to tap --10-- water. 10. 
-----
63. The greatest danger in the case of dug wells is 
the danger of --11--. 11. ____ _ 
64. To increase the speed of sedimentation or the 
settling-out process --12-- is often used. 12. 
------
65. The amount of dissolved --13-- material accounts 13.. 
for the --14-- of water. 14.----------
66. Soap will make suds easily in --15-- water. 15. 
------
67. What mineral dissolved in water will cause 
temporary hardness? 16. 
------
68. What mineral will cause permanent hardness? 17. 
------
69. Temporary hardness may be counteracted by --18--. 18. 
------
70. To make permanent hard water soft --19-- may be usedl9. ________ _ 
. 71. Where possible, the cheapest method of delivering 
running water to a town or city is by the--20-:method.20. ____ _ 
72. A proper disposa1 of sewage, both in rural and 
urban co~munities, requires large quantities of -- 21. _________ _ 
73~ A proper disposal of sewage is a safeguard to -- 22. ________ _ 
I J o 
; , 
?t 'T e en a .farm.!) the ' ee>l"eet wa:y 
is by the --23-- method. 
e~ tU.e,es!l.~~ e~ 8(tWe.A• 
23. 
75. On a f arm, the best way of is by the -~24-- method. 
disposing of sewage 
24. 
76. The scum caused by washing soda in hard water is a--25. 
77. Large inland cities usually dispose of their 
sewage by the use of --26--. 26. ____ \ _ 
78. When heat is applied to ice the --27-- of the ice 
does not change. 27. __________ _ 
79· Refrigerators cool food because melting ice 
requires --28--. 28. __________ _ 
So. The bubbles in boiling water contain --29-- 29. ________ __ 
81. Water,yhen heated, will rise in temperature 
only until it --30--. 30. ____ _ 
82. Water, when changing to ice, has great - -:-31--force. 31. 
---------
83. When water is changing to steam it has great --32--
power. 32. ________ __ 
84. · The fact that water runs out the side of a can with 
a hole in it proves that water posses --33--. 33. 
-------
85. The pressure at any point in a liquid is p~oportional 
to its --34--. 34. 
------~ 
Multiple choice.-- Directions: Each of the following 
questions consists of .. a part-statement and four possibe completions. 
Choose the part thatmakes the most complete true statement and then 
circle its letter. 
86. We are dependent for our fresh water upon--
a. rain. 
b. lakes. 
c. wells. 
d. r ivers. 
87 • .A knowledge of the water cycle shows us that --
a. the air contains water vapour all the time. 
b. rain is necessary for plant growth. 
c. ground water supplies the water for most of our rainfall. 
d. t he water table is the cause Gf springs. 
88. Rain water becomes ground water when it 
a. soaks into the ground. 
b. runs into a stream or lake. 
c. sinks to an impervious layer. 
d. seeps into a well. 
89. The water table --
a. disappears in dry weather. 
b. is absent in deserts. 
c. causes wells. 
d. is the level of the ground water. 
90. A dug o~ bored · ~<-fell ~nust --
a. be in wet or s oggy ground. 
b• be walled in wi th c~ncrete. 
c. have a pum:.J. 
91. An artesian well must 
a. be a deen well. 
b. tap ground wa ter between two impervious layers. 
c. be below t he water table. 
d. have a pump to p~mp the water to the surface. 
92. The water in an ar t es ian well may rise above the water table 
a. because the well is very deep. 
b. because wat er seeks its own level. 
c. because a layer of rock has been bored through. 
d. because the well is a long distance from the water supply. 
93. Water comes up into a lift pump from the well --
a. because the mechanism of the pump sucks it up. 
b. because the valves open and close. 
c. because of air pressure. 
d. in the same way sap rises in a tree. 
94. Water comes out the spout of a lift pump --
a. during the up-stroke of the piston. 
b. when bot h valves are closed. 
c. between the strokes. 
d. during the dovr.n-stroke. 
95. The natural level of the water in ~ell changes -~ 
a. when too many pails of water have been taken out. 
b. if the wall is poor ly constructed. 
c. when rain water is allowed to run into it. 
d. when t he wat er table changes. 
96. The water enters a f orce pump from a well --
a, becaus e of a diff erence of pressure inside and outside. 
b. when t he pump and well are perfectly air-tight. 
c. because t he pu.'Tlp forces the water up from the well. 
d. because of t he vacuum tank. 
97. A standpipe, or water tower , is useful in a city water system 
98. To 
a. because i t keeps the water fresh. 
b. so t hat no wa t er pumps will be necessary. 
c. so that the water may go to the houses by gravity. 
d .. because it allows foreign material to settle out. 
have a true gravity water system --
a. the aut omatic water pumps must run most ~f the time. 
b. the water must come a long distance. 
c. more chemicBJ.s must be used. 
d. the r eservoir must be above the houses. 
99. Water i .s cal led. f!t emp0rar y hard 11 when --
a. i t can be softened. 
b. i t contF:l·tns di sso.::.vec.: :::1 ~ .ne:ral material. 
c. it can be softsned by boiling. 
100. Nearly all ci t :.t es - ·-
a. use gr 0und water for their water supply. 
b. use · sur.f.9..c e wat er for their water supply. 
c. hav-e no need t o purify their water. 
d., he.ve p 0or wa. ts :t.. . sys tm:J s ,. 
. - -
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APPENDIX D 
Pupil's Inquiry Form 
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APPENDIX E 
Check List for Unit Assignment 
De1im- Unit De1im- Uni-t 
itation J1.ss i gnment ita tion Assignment 
(1) (2 ) (:3) (4) 
1 1 14 21 
2 2 15 21 
3 2 16 19 
4 4-7 17 22 ' '2'3 
5 ,.., 18 24 0 
6 8 19 24 
7 9-12 2 0 :24 
8 11,13 21 20 
9 14-16 22 '25 , ~26 
10 14-16 -~~ .lv'Q 21, 26 
11 17,18 24 28- 31 
12 19, 20 .25 30-35 
13 18 
, , v 
.APPENDIX F 
Check List for Test Items 
De1im- Test Items De lim- Te s t Items 
i t a tion it.a tion 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1 1-3 14 25,33,34,.53 
~2 4-6-55,.86 15 25, 3'3 , 34 ,. 53>63 
'3 4-8,39 ,A2, 55,. 87 16 30,37,6 2,71,100 
4 9-13,5 6-58., 88,95 17 :26 ,64 
5 13-17,58,89 18 27- 31,.39, 51,99 
6 9,10,16 19 51,66 
7 18,19,60,90,95 20 27-31,65-70 
8 18-.20,52,59' 91,92 .21 97,98 
9 21,61,93-96 22 32-56,72-76 
10 21,61,93-96 23 32 , 36,72-76 
11 22,39 24 3 8-46,78-31 
1'2 '.23 ;24,:27,. 71,100 2 5 47-50,83-85 
13 '23 ,24, 27,77,100 
